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v'ol. 25-No. 22 Jacksonville (Alabama) State UniverSity Tuesday, March 6, 1979 
JSU Rifle Team 
SGA finds new ways 
to utilize money 
BY JANAMCW'HORTER into two parts with half of it Parking would then be on a students provided through 
At the Student Govern- mandatory for all students. "first come, first the cooperation of ac- 
merit Association (SGA) 'Ibis would support clubs and . ~ ~ i ~ .  counting students. Roc 
meeting on Monday night, organizations such as the Other business included aewsberry made a motion 
Feb. 26, the senators radio station, the paper, the the senate approving a free 
discussed some new ways to yearbook and other SGA income tax service for the (See SGA, Page 3)  
utilize the money from the a ~ ~ r o v e d  functions. The - 7 . . 
student activity fee and the second part  would be 
use of one consolidated voluntarv and would go into Cooperatron sought 
sticker for resident and the fund so 
commuter parkkg. that more money could be fmm JSU students 
Pres iden t  Pe inhard t  invested in gettine. to~-rate 
-. . -. . . - " - .  
discussed setting aside a performers. By CHUCK AVERY available for funding is the 
p~rtionof this activity fee to The Executive Branch of In an interview on wed- deciding factor on such in- 
build a recreational center the SGA also proposed the nesday, Dean Schmitz was creases. 
for intramural sports and for idea of consolidating the asked questions about the As far as the recent "panty 
- 
.r 
a student union building. He commuter and resident Jacksonville State-University's rifle team defeated 10 of Aliceville won top honors for the Gamecocks. Members 
also discussed cutting the fee stickers into one sticker 
other colleges to take the Mardi Gras Invitational Rifle of the team are, left to right, first row, Sgt. H. Killgrove, 
Tournament at Nicholls State University recently. The coach; Bill Puckett, Aliceville; Coleman Ledford, 
Gamecocks pushed their record to 194 with the win, the Summerville, Ga. Second row, Pat Fulmer, Oxford; 1 S.G.A. Officer ~lections 
top record in the Alabama Rifle Conference. Bill Puckett Randy Beers, Montevallo and Rick Ward, Albertville. I 
J S ~ T  has a dance comp ~y 
and has had one for a few 
years, but this year the 
company has a new director, 
Peggy Roswal. Mrs. Roswal 
received her Master of Arts 
in Dance at Texas Woman's 
University. Her emphasis 
was in modern dance, but 
she also teaches ballet, tap, 
jazz and pointe. 
The company is getting 
ready to put on a concert 
Tuesday, March 6, at 8 p.m. 
- - -- -- - --- - - --- 
New director for March 6 
JSU dance performance 
By WENDY MARTIN m Self Cafetena. All of the held for this concert so the interest on c a m ~ u s .  It is 
choreography will be Mrs. 
Roswal's. The show will 
truly be a variety of dance 
and will have something for 
all ages to enjoy. There will 
be no admission charged as  
the company wants to in- 
troduce itself to the campus. 
The company consists of 
six girls who take the dance 
laboratory, which is 
organized to give students 
credit for time spent in 
performing. Auditions were 
- - - - --- - - - - -- - 
Sign-up - March 5 - 9 
Campaigning Begins - mlcE 
night - March 78th ends - 
midnight - March 25th 
company will be joined by a 
group of students interested 
in dance. 
Mrs. Roswal, not one to 
stand still, is already hoping 
to put on a mini concert 
during finals. She hopes to 
use not only her 
choreography but also 
students' Choreography from 
the annual workshop held for 
k r  dance classes. This of 
course will depend on the 
already obvious &at there is 
a large interest in dance 
from the performing side, 
but dancers must have an 
audience. The dancers hope 
to have a full house at this 
concert as  it will only be held 
for one night. 
Anyone interested in 
knowing more about dance, 
classes, or performances 
should contact Mrs. Roswal 
in Stepheenson Glrn ofiice no. 
5. 
Elections - Monday, March 
126th 
I Run-off - Wednesday, March 28th 
problems on campus. 
According to him, there 
are some problems with the 
conditions and needs of the 
dormitory. The need for new 
equipment and furniture is 
among the top of the 
priorities. 
Students throwing trash 
out of dorm windows and 
littering on campus is also 
becoming a problem. Sch- 
rnitz commented that we 
have a beautiful campus and 
he "would like to see it 
remain as  a source of pride 
for everybody." 
There has been a lot of talk 
lately about security here on 
campus. He was asked If he 
thought that the security was 
adequate. In reference to 
I crowd control he replied, 
"There are times when we 
needmore people to assist u s  
on campus but we can get 
assistance if needed." Irn- 
provements in the campus 
raids" are concerned, rules 
and regulations will be en- 
forced according to the 
policies of the University and 
dormitory visiting hours. 
"What we really are asking 
i s  that the students 
cooperate with us as far as 
respecting individuals '  
rights are concerned." 
"The "panty raids" have 
b r o u g h t  u n f a v o r a b l e  
publicity and undesirable 
characters on campus. If 
students do riot co~npiy with 
the regulations, TJniversity 
discipline or even civil 
charges could be broughl 
against violators. 
"Basically, the vast  
majority are really good 
students and a re  of no 
problem." Schmitz stated. 
'We need help and 
cooperation from the 
students in solving thk 
problem. The best way tc 
, -- r----- The company is getting organized to give students the annual workshop held b r  &;;iiiontact Mrs. Roswal on campus but we can get cooperation trom the 
ready to put on a concert credit for time spent in her dance classes. mis: of hi Stephemon Gg-~r, oGice r i s .  assistance if needed." Im- students in solving this Tuesday, March 6, at 8 p.m. performing. Auditions were course will depend on the 5. 
-- provements in the campus problem. The best way ta 
Notice I Wade addresses - 
The Chanticleer will not be printed for the next two 
weeks due to AEA holidays. The next issue will be on 
March 27. eography class 
Art Council reviews 
films for '79 - '80 year 
The 1978-80 school year 
seems a long way off to some 
3eople, but - not, to the 
nembers of JSU's 
Cinematic Arts Council. 
Members of the Council are 
:ow busy at work scanning 
recent catalogues so that the 
film series for 1979-80 can be 
booked. According to 
Cinematic Arts chairperson 
Larry Nee, the selection and 
booking process 'is taken 
very seriously: "We want to 
provide as  broad a series as  
p o i a l e ,  using recent block- 
busters as well as  classics 
committee who are each 
given a catalogue from 
which each member com- 
piles a list of prospective 
titles. A meeting is then 
called. All lists are con- 
sidered and a master list of 
about 50 titles is selected. 
The films are then booked 
through companies ranging 
from Atlanta to Hollywood. 
Nee prges all students who 
have names of films they 
would like to see to drop off 
those titles a t  the SGA office 
ar to a committee member 
on a Wednesday or Thursday 
and foreign films. In fact, movie night. He would also 
we've already started; we like to have new membersan 
have "Jaws" booked for the Committee to replace 
November. " those who will be 
graduating. They, too, 
The selection of fi lms should contact the SGA of- 
involves all members of the fice or a committee member. I AD WRITING CLINIC 
STUDENTSPNTERESTED IN TU- 
TORING POSITIONS IN THE WRI- 
TING CLINIC FOR THE 1979430 
SCHOOL YEAR, ARE INVITED TO 
SIGN UP FOR A TITST WHICH 
WILL BE GIVENIN THE WRIT- 
ING CLINIC, 229PANNELL HALL, 
ON TUESDAY, MARCH 20,1979. 
INDIVIDUALS WHO QUALIFY 
WILL BE SELECTED FOR POS 
SIBLE OPENINGS IN THE 
DR. L.E. MULRAINE 
Friday, Feb. 23, Mr. Frank 
W a d e ,  O u t s h i p m e n t  
Manager for Federal-Mogul, 
was invited to speak to the 
students in Problems in 
Location and Tran- 
sportation, a geography 
course taught by Dr. 
Baucom. Mr. Wade's talk 
dealt with the factors behind 
the decision to locate the 
Federal-Mogul distribution 
plant here in Jacksonville. 
Originally located in 
Coldwater, Mich., the first 
distribution plant eventually 
expanded to the point at 
which further expansion of 
the facilities were im- 
practical. Construction of a 
modern, computer - manned 
distribution center was 
decided upon and a search 
for the most advantageous 
a new location were ex- 
tensive in the attempt to 
gradually narrow the 
possible sites down from 
anywhere eas t  of the 
Mississippi to several in- 
dividual communities within 
the areas  of northern 
Alabama, Tennessee and 
Kentucky. Some of the 
measurable factors con- 
sidered were labor costs, 
taxes, available tran- 
sportation, and markets.  
mere  were numerous in- 
tangible factors that were 
considered, for example, the 
cooperation and welcome the 
company received from the 
community weighed heavily 
in the final decision. 
Jacksonville's beautiful, 
celaxing countryside was 
also mentioned as  a con- 
site began. The efforts 6 find tributing factor. 
I 
I Tuesday, March 20, 2-4 incidences among teen- 1 
pm., Round House, JSU, agers, danger signals and 
MEN'S AND FATHER'S prevention. 
RIGHT: Theincreasing need Wednesday, March 28, 
to clarify the rights and 2:30-3:30p.m.,RoundHouse, 
responsibilities of men and JSU. RAPE : Lois Seal of the 
fathers in cases involving College of Criminal Justice 
h i l d  custody and adoption at JSU will discuss rape 
will be addressed by Quinn from the standpoint of 
Head and Ken Cochran of the prevention. An informative 
Men's and Father's Rights film depicting techniques in 
group and Gary Srnallwood, self defense and methods of 
Calhoun County Legal prevention will be shown. 
Services. Thursday, March 29, 2 4  
Thursday, March 22, 2:3& p.m., Round Mouse, JSU. 
3:30 p.m., Round House, EMERGENCY: The lay 
JSU. SUICIDE: Steve Weiss person3 responsibility and 
of the Cherokee, Etowah and liability in an emergency 
DeKalb Mental Health will bethe topic of discussion 
Center. Chris Devine of the by John D. Moorehouse. MD. 
By LINDA MASTERS 
Are you thoroughly 
familiar with o w  Student 
Health Center? Sponsored by 
J a c k s o n v i l l e  S t a t e  
University, the Health 
Center services more than 
sore throats 'and colds. 
Miss Carol Lawler, head 
nurse and Mrs. Mary Holder, 
LPN, may conduct services 
such as  urine tests, cultures, 
gonorrhea cultures, finger 
tip tests (for blood sugar), 
mono tests, and pregnancy 
tests. Although birth control 
is also offered, many are 
referred to the Calhoun 
County Health Department 
for other reliable methods. 
Allergy shots a re  ad- 
ministered to those students 
who bring doctors' orders 
and medicine. These shots 
are free and are given one to 
three times a week. 
An observation unit 
consisting of two beds is also 
a t  hand for acute care  
facilities. If overnight care is 
necessary, students a re  
referred to a local hospital. 
The drugs and phar- 
maceutical supplies a re  
obtained from 14 or 15 drug 
companies within the United 
States servicing offices in 
Atlanta, Ga., Tennessee and 
Alabama. The drugs ad- 
ministered in the clinic are 
the cheapest bought 
anywhere. Money received 
is reimbursed for more 
medication and samples are 
free. 
The clinic is open Monday 
through Friday 8 a.m.4: 30, 
and an average of 50 to 60 
students are cared for daily. 
All services and coun- 
seling a re  strictly con- 
fidential and are locked in 
Eles to which only the doc- 
tors and nurses have access, 
except through legal 
petition. 
If a doctor is needed after 
hours, contact the campus 
police if a dorm director is 
unavailable. Prompt service 
will be rendered. 
secaaity is an understudy but help is to be more alert to 
the amount of money what is going on." 
By CHUCK AVERY both tine and money in 
The SGA and the Student having their tax returns 
Accounting Association have p~epared. All returns will be 
developed a program which held confidential between 
would enable students to the student accountant and 
have their income tax forms 
filled out for free. 
The SGA is funding the 
project with money from the 
erltertainment fund. They 
plan to pay the SGA a 
minimum of $100 but the 
overall cost wiil depend m 
the number of forms 
processed. For the first 100 
forms processed, a cost of $5 
per form will be charged, 
then for every additional 
form, a charge of 50 cents 
will be called for. 
This service will begin on 
Monday, March 5, and 
continue to the filing 
deadline on April 15. It is 
expected to save the students 
the person whose taxes are 
being processed. 
The processing is expected 
to take a maximum of three 
days. Persons interested in 
having their tax returns 
processed should come by 
the SGA office between the 
hours of 1 and 4:30 p.m. on 
weekdays. 
SGA President, Keith 
Peinhardt, said, "We feel it 
is a good idea and we want to 
encourage all students to 
come by and take advantage 
of this program." Both under 
graduate and graduate 
students a re  eligible to 
participate. 
I ~ e ~ a r k e n t o f  Guidance and i d  Warren L. wallace,' MD[ Counseling and Jackie of the Emergency Depart- Guess who? 
&wsden of the Department ment Physicians ~ e d i c a l  
of Sociology a t  JSU will Group, Inc. Emergency life Can you guess who the man pictured to the left of the plane is 1 He is associated with 
discuss suicide-the nature ~sv ing  procedures will be the Business Office at JSU. Find the answer inside thk Chantr'cleer. 
of the problem, the increased demonstrated. 
P irst come, Jlrst serve 
By JANA McWHORTER 
The Student Government Association (SGA) is con- 
sidering the consolidation of red commuter and green 
resident stickers into m e  master sticker. This would 
make parking on a "first come, first serve" basis to all 
students. 
Thisis definitely a good step because it would be fair to 
all students , givingthem an equal number of parking 
places to pick from. Students would not feel slighted that 
residents or commuters had a better chance than they did. 
It seems that because of this great parking problem, 
that there are two types of students on this campus: the 
commuter and the resident. Neither one of these groups 
are happy with their parking dtuation because of various 
reasons as being too far to walk or too dangerous to walk 
on this campus a t  night. The problem lies not in the 
amount of spaces to park in but in their convenience to 
classes and dormitories. 
This motion, if passed by the SGA, the 'president's 
Liaison Committee and Dr. Stone, would not give students 
more spaces to park, but rather a wider variety to choose 
from. So maybe now, commuter students won't be heard 
screaming over a place to park as  they pass an open green 
space or residents won't be heard screaming over a space 
to park as  they pass an open red space. 
Gene Right of center wisdom 
Government is overwatched 
"Washington can do it !" 
'I pay my taxes so I might 
s well get to use them!" 
'Who will take care-of the 
m r ? "  "Someone needs to 
watch over greedy 
~ u s i n e s s m e n . "  Sound 
'amiliar? No wonder- 
rou've probably said 
nmething very similar, a s  
lave most people who are 
laying to support our 
g-owing welfare state. Most 
~ o p l e ,  it seems, want to 
cap more and more of its 
~ n e f i t s  hoping to be the last 
wallowed by the monster, 
lot realizing that they are 
ibwly being swallowed as 
liey take these government 
iillars. 
What is surprising as  one 
$serves this fac- 
ionalization of society for 
nore favors from Uncle Sap 
md more controls is to hear 
~ o p l e  say, "What is wrong 
Nith capitalism? Free en- 
erprise needs to be wat- 
hed." What is wrong with 
-L . L V - L  A L L  L A  . - 
creates inefficiency, another place, must prohibit in- 
is piled on to cover up the dustries from dismissing 
side-effects of the prior w o r k r .  This restriction 
action instead of covering up results in a reduction of the 
for real or imagined short- industry's rate d return, 
comings of capitalism, we because unneeded workqrs 
are  simply covering up must be paid. Industrial 
capitalism-like kudzu--and activity then begins to 
are strangling it. The middle decline which can only be 
group we imagine is not prevented or covered up by 
stationary; one is either new government regulations 
moving toward the free such as  tariffs. The frequent 
market or  toward total policy chosen to cover up the 
government control. unemployment caused by 
One such government minimum wages is for the 
intervention is the minimum government to develop and 
wage, that wonderful tool of expand public works 
economic justice. It has been projects. These are not only 
seen as a public policy non-productive, but must be 
designed to raise the stan- paid for either by taxes or 
dard of living for workers. bor~owing, both of which, 
Its real effect, however, is especia l ly  borrowing, 
the opposite of the govern- contract the market for 
merit's intetion: unem- capital and threaten even 
ployment rises. As a more unemployment. The 
business cannot afford to trend is obvious and its 
employ someone who is not examples are numerous. 
able to produce at the ar- The problem, however, is 
tificiallyelevated wage rate not that the government is 
it must fire him. Govern- sticking its nose where it 
A__ 1- _ -LC- A- I - l L , L  r . - - - 
done. And it seems that the 
farther removed that 
government is from those 
whom it is aiding the better. 
?his allows local politicians 
to engage in the politically - 
irresponsible practice of 
spending tax dollars they did 
not raise themselves when 
they request federal aid. 
These politicians and other 
recipients of government aid 
often discover only too late 
that, as Thomas Jefferson 
said, "The government can 
only do something for you in 
proportion as  it can do 
something to you." 
Also, Patrick Buchanan 
revealingly states in his 
book, "Conservative Votes, 
Liberal Victories." The most 
the welfare state blossoms 
and grows the louder its 
advocates and beneficiaries 
denounce the rest of society 
a s  cruel, heartless, and 
corrupt." But too z a n y  of us 
don't realize that we' are all 
1 ~ N Y  KNOW WNT GOT 1NTb Mel.IUreNTloMRICA,ffIATe 
HAMBURGW ANDDRANK ~ ( $ A c ~ c A , ~ ~ I W O R ~ A ~ ~ A U P N  HAT, 
AND W N  I lNWeD VleTNAM 
Letters to the edztor 
Dear Ms. McWhorter, 
After the activities of last 
week around campus last 
week, I believe something 
needs to be done about the 
situation of dorms on cam- 
pus. There needs to be 
something 'done especially 
about the way that the men's 
dorms are being run. I'm 
one of those people who have 
the problem, but not a 
definite solution. Maybe 
some type of different dis- 
cipline may help. Something 
nkeds to be done, or the guys 
need to take Panty Raid 101 
and learn how to do it right. 
Having heard many com- 
p l a i n t s  f r o m  f e m a l e  
friends-they apparently 
failed the course! 
Sincerely, 
Ronald Coleman 
TO the Editor., 
This is a first for me to 
write to the paper, but I feel 
that what Mr. Peinhardt has 
s a i d  " d i s t u r b e d  m e  
greatly." I live in Glazner, 
I sold my car recently so I 
know the problem of owning 
and not owning one on cam- 
pus. I now walk wherever I 
go. But no matter how much 
I do, I still don't like to have 
to walk 15-20 minutes to a 
field (that cost thousands of 
dollars),  where I could 
almost kill myself on the un- 
guarded fields, racks, bare 
dirt and ruts. Just so I could 
play catch. 
Mr. Peinhardt was put in 
office to represent the peo- 
ple of this campus, com- 
muters and residents alike. 
When this parking lot is done 
and over, we'll still have 
him. 
Mr. Rowe didn't make it 
clear whether all bids for 
construction on this campus 
are up for public debate and 
- or requested, proposed and 
accepted with the knowledge 
of only the necessary people. 
Also, Dr. Stone's state- 
ment has no weight behind 
it. The majority of the grass 
on this campus is yellow, 
brown or dead. This is due to 
To the Editor, 
The article about the Sym- 
posium being offered by the 
Human Services Center was 
very informative. It is good 
to see an originzation offer- 
ing a way for cveryone to be 
informed and take part in 
such controversial issues. 
Sincerely, 
Monica Sibert 
Dear Editor, 
I want to congratulate 
Maurice Bowles on his ar- 
ticle. "This Bird's View" 
about mid-term exams and 
injustices. 
He 's  r ight!  Teachers  
usually don't consider how 
many other exams a student 
has to take in one week. And 
it's not fair for us to spend 
long hours preparing for a 
test and only get a C or D, 
then have mid-term reports 
sent to your parents. 
But, he's right on another 
point, too. This old world is 
full of injustices, so we 
To the Editor: 
I would like to take this 
chance to say that I have 
been a Bee Gees fan for 
many, many years, and I 
think that Michael Reaves' 
review of their new album 
"Spirits Having Flown" was 
superb. I have the album and 
I do agree with everything 
Michael said. Chalk up a 
couple more million for tlre 
Bee Gees. 
Good job, 
Chris Kellv 
Dear Editor, 
I enjoy your Entertain- 
ment section very much. It 
is interesting reading and 
also helps students keep up 
with concerts, movies, and 
the top-selling albums. 
Steve Estes 
I am writing this article to 
congratulate the art editor, 
Jerry Stinson, for his fine 
work. I feel that the comics 
in the school paper have im- 
nrnvpd loll nprrpnt 1 find 
wed." What is wrong with it must fire him. Govern- sticking its nose where it 
capitalism is that it is over- ment then, in an effort to shouldn't be, but that in- 
watched and as  one mlvethis pmhlem caused by -dividuals have begun relying 
government intervention its coercion in the market- cn government to get things 
This Bird's View MAURICE BOWLES 
Unlike a commercial this country. 
newspaper, the Chanticleer First of all, the draft is a 
f a n  usually be read for deterrent to war, not a push 
relaxation. One never has to toward it. Our military is 
worry about seeing murders dangerously weak. We have 
ar great catastrophies on the been forced to concentrate 
front page. on quantity instead of 
But this usual serenity was quality. But the quantity we 
broken last week. I was no do have is far below the safe 
less than sickened by the level. History proves that a 
Letter to the editor written by country that does not 
Mr. Henry Barr. Mr. Barr prepare for war is eventually 
expressed that we were tested by it. But too many 
~bviously pushing toward pantywaists and doves are 
war because the draft is soon trying to hide from this 
D be reinstated. Mr. Barr reality with farces like 
dso confessed that, "It it detente and Salt. 
mmes to death or Canada, I 
KiIl be on the first bus While the Russians speak 
here." of peaceful co-existence to 
It is a shame that people our face, they continue to 
with such attitudes live in build an unquestionably 
* 
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Dr. Clyde Cox, Mr. Robert Clolfelter, Faculty Advisdrs 
awesome military. It is only 
a matter of time before they 
choose to use it. 
The. draft will help to 
bolster our sagging military. 
More qualified personnel 
will be obtained, our nurn- 
bers will increase, and our 
state of preparedness will 
thus be enhaneed. One can 
be sure that the Russians 
and Chinese will be noting 
our progress. 
Many blinded youths 
compare time spent in the 
military service to a prison 
sentence. But with the right 
attitude, the military can be' 
an enjoyable life. No civilian 
company offers near the 
benefits and opportunities 
that the armed services do. 
This writer knows several 
"lifers" who were drafted 
and then decided to make the 
military a career. 
It is obvious that Mr. 
Barr's attitude is prevalent 
among our generation today. 
The ad for today's volun- 
teer Army boasts of pay and 
benefits instead of the duty 
and honor of service to one's 
cauntrv. 
- ~ r - k r r  used the freedom 
of the First Amendment to 
express his views, but what 
he apparently didn't realized 
is that freedom was pur- 
chased by the blood of our 
ancestors on the battlefields 
of the world. Those with 
attitudes such as were ex- 
pressed in that letter do not 
deserve to exercise the 
freedom that others have 
paid for. 
It is a shame that Mr. 
Barr's life has been cheated 
of the love in life that would 
motivate him to want him to 
preserve his homeland. 
Mr. Barr, you stated that 
you would flee to Canada if 
the situation arises. Canada 
m ' t  far enoueh. 
How about a one-way 
bvett-University Photographer ticket to Russia? 
don't realize that Ge. are all 
members of one class or 
annther which screams for 
government aid and in- 
trusions. As Pogo said, "We 
have met the enemy and 
they are us." As members of 
these classes we must stand" 
up and resist the easy wa: 
out, hoping others wil 
follow. We must, fol 
example, as  college 
students, begin opposing 
federal financial assistance 
to education and its ac- 
companying controls. As in 
the economy, regulations 
pile upon orders upon 
guidelines, restricting the 
freedom of education, which 
is supposedly a state 
responsibility. 
Perhaps the welfare state 
is inevitable in a democracy. 
An article in the journal, 
' "The Public Interest ," 
explains that because of the 
difference between the 
political process and the 
market process (which is 
that the market process 
distributes income less 
equally than the distribution 
of votes) "those with the 
lowest income use the 
political process to increase 
their income." Again, 
however, this is because of a 
weakening of our moral 
fiber. 
The situation creates 
the opportunity but it is 
individuals who must decide 
to take advantage of it. 
Patrick Henry warned us 
that, "A vitiated state of 
morals, a corrupted public 
conscience, a r e  m- 
compatible with freedom." 
We are experiencing what 
Herbert Spencer foresaw 
when he wrote, "The more 
numerous public in- 
strumentalities become, the 
more is there generated in 
citizens the notion that 
everything is to be done for 
them, and nothing by them. 
Every generation is made 
less familiar with the at- 
tainment of desired ends by 
individual actions or private 
agencies; until eventually, 
governmental agencies 
come to be thought of as  the 
cnly available agencies." In 
other words, with both 
government aid and the 
benefits we expect from 
government intervention, 
when you get something for a 
song watch out for the ac- 
companiment. 
--.- . . - - ... - -.. .... u L ~ . . . ~ U D  .J yclrurr ,  Y----, GVV. - L . L -  WAU V-(VLLU 1~ in the school paper have im- 
greatly." I live in Glazner, brown or dead. This is due to full of injustices, so we proved 100 percent. I find 
one of the dorms effected by an extreme lack of garden- might as well get used to them very entertaining and 
the new construction. Na ing knowledge. thtc €+be WW look forward to reading 
members of my dorm or any All and all, if things really ':I=: You er P L ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  a them each week. 
of the other dorms knew get tuff, we can play on the k~mOr'ous letter which Keep 'em rolling, Jerry. ly made a good point! 
about the construction to field in front of Bibb Graves. Sincerely, Keith Sheffield 
take place. Steve M. Botelle DeNise Moore 
Glazner See LETTERS, Page 3) 
WEEKLY SPECIAL 
When Chinamen aren't Chinese 
WASHINGTON - The 
recognition of Communist 
China has produced a whole 
new vocabulary at the State 
Department. The diplomatic 
language they speak had to 
be revised to accommodate 
the people in Peking. 
The new language is ex- 
plained in a memo, in tended 
for official eyes only. It in- 
structs American diplomats 
on the "proper terminology" 
to use in discussing China. 
Of course, any diplomat 
worth his pay would rather 
lose his striped pants than 
say the wrong thing. So the 
memo was rushed out before 
the arrival in Washington of 
Vice Premier Teng Hsiao- 
ping. 
For the benefit of those 
readers who would like to 
speak to the Chinese without 
offending them, here is a 
quick language course: 
Taiwan used to be known 
in Washington a s  the 
"Republic of China." No 
longer. It is now taboo. In 
fact, the Chinese in Taiwan 
can't even be called 
"Chinese." This would 
irritate the Chinese on the 
mainland. But they a1 f? cannot be call d 
'Taiwanese," as  this would 
offend the Chinese in 
Taiwan. 
How are the Taiwanese - 
Chinese supposed to be 
categorized? States the 
memo : "The adjectival form 
is 'Taiwan,' not 'Taiwanese.' 
People should be refered to 
as 'from Taiwan,' or 'on 
Taiwan' or 'of Taiwan.' " In 
:* 7 %,* "- , 
short, they should never, 
never be referred to as 
Taiwanese or Chin-. 
From now on, all 
diplomatic reports will list 
mainland China as the of- 
ficial China. "Under no 
circumstances," the memo 
warns grimly, "should 
Taiwan be placed or foot- 
noted under China." 
We may be closer than we 
think to George Orwell's 
concept of 1984. The 
bureaucrats in Orwell's 
novel developed the 
language of "Newspeak." 
It's only 1979, and the State 
Department bureaucrats are 
already talking Newspeak. 
Under the Dome:Inflation 
may be a cause for belt- 
tightening in the hinterlands, 
but not on Capitol Hill where 
our legislators enjoy the 
perquisites of office. Among 
them are 2,500 wall calen- 
dars, 37 free subscriptions 
to the Congressional Record 
and 36 copies of the 
Congressonal Directory. The 
legislators get two free art 
reproductions from the 
National Gallery of Art and 
innumerable plants 
from the Botanic Gardens. 
Each congressional office 
gets nine telephone lines, 
and every lawmaker may 
make an unlimited number 
of trips to his home district. 
If he drives a car, he gets 17 
cents per mile; he he goes by 
motorcycle, he is reim- 
bursed at the rate of 15 cents 
per mile; he he flies by 
private plane, he collects 36 
cents per mile. 
~~ 1141ir LVO 
aWeber ehmee t8 r a g  
r e t i r e m e n t  b e n e f i t s  
unavailable to common 
citizens. Rep. John Murphy, 
DN. Y., has distributed a 
ietter to his colleagues 
telling them they can join the 
157th Mobilization Detach- 
ment of the Army Reserve. 
The unit is for congressional 
members only. In his letter, 
Murphy unabashed ly  
pointed out that those who 
join need only earn 50 
"points" todualify for "good 
retirement." The point 
would be earned by at- 
tending an annual training 
s e s s i o n ,  c o m p l e t i n g  
correspondence courses and 
going to weekly meetings at 
the bngworth House Office 
Building. 
-In Washington, where 
cratory is art, oral history is 
makina a comeback. An 
organization called "Former 
Members of Congress" is 
compiling the personal 
histories of congressmen's 
careers on tape. The 
collection will be stored in 
the Library of Congress forC 
posterity. The interviewers 
are recording the oldest 
lawmakers first so that they 
don't fade away before their 
voices are captured on tape. 
Top-Heavy Military: It 
takes 10 times more 
generals, admirals, colonels 
and captains to command 
today's peacetime force of 2 
million than it took to run a 
military force of 10 million 
during World War 11. 
By law, for example, the 
Navy is permitted to have 
four four-star admirals and 
22three-stars. Yet, the Navy 
actually has eight four-star 
admirals and 31 with three 
Last year Congress or- 
dered the Navy, Army, Air 
Force and Marines to cut the 
number of generals and 
admirals by 6 percent before 
next year. But the Pentagon 
potentates are complaining 
they just can't abide by the 
statutes. 
The brass hats have asked 
Congress to repeal the 
reduction order and, ac- 
cording to our ources, the 1 request may be onored. But 
it's a moot point. The Pen4 
tagon couldn't meet the 1980 
deadline anyway. 
Hazardous Hamburgers? 
A laboratory in Columbus, 
Ohio, has just completed a 
study of bacteria colonies 
found in "fast food" ham- 
burgers. After examining 764 
patties, the researchers 
found there are an average 
oE 1f8 bacteria colonies in 
every gram of hamburger 
meat. 
About 9 percent of the 
colonies could destroy red 
blood cells, 95 percent could 
coagulate human blood 
plasma, and 45 percent could 
split DNA molecules-4he 
genetic building blocks of 
life. 
TweBuck Flop: The two- 
dollar bill is three years old, 
but Americans just don't 
seem to want the bills in 
their wallets. The Treasury 
Department printed more 
than 500 billion of them in 
hopes the two-buck note 
would replace at least half of 
the singles in circulation. 
But the bills are considered 
by some superstitiuous 
citizens to be a sign of bad 
luck. To date, more than 30(1 
u U b  twodllar bills are 
still being stored in Treasury 
Department vaults. Officials 
are admitting privately that 
the project has failed 
miserably. 
Sights, sounds 'n moods 
Heard the ole saying, "You 
can't tell a book by its 
cover"? Well, maybe you 
can. On a student's 
bookshelves, some books are 
more worn and ragged than 
others. This says more about 
the book than does the one 
whose cover has hardly been 
touched. A lot can also be 
understood about the person 
by the type books he reads. 
Even more can be learned by 
observing what he writes in 
the margin and what he 
underlines. 
++++ 
Sn~wballs  were flying 
everywhere after the "big 
snow" and it seemed 
everyone was having fun. 
'Ihen, the snow started to 
melt a little in the afternoon. 
People started yelping a 
little more and the soft poof 
of snowballs hitting bodies 
turned into a splatch and 
squeal from those hit. The 
people just didn't realize not 
to throw wet snow at each 
other. One individual ac- 
tually believed he had been 
hit with a rock, but I had 
seen that it was one of the 
hard wet snowballs. I told 
him, but he still wanted to 
fight three other guys whcun 
he had been playing with two 
To the Editor: 
I always enjoy the en- 
tertainment section of the 
newspaper. I especially liked 
an article that came out on 
Feb. 20 entitled "Success 
Stories," which told about 
some new rock groups. I also 
liked the article on the Bee 
Gees that told about their 
new album. Thanks so much 
omlt -+' 1PE tw 
minutes earlier. Oh well, 
kids will be kids. 
++++ 
The crackling sounds of 
the ice covered trees as  the 
cold wind blew through the 
white covered valleys. 
++++ 
Popping of hot buttered 
popcorn, the roaring of the 
fire and someone soft, and 
cuddly to curl up to. That's 
everyone's dream. When 
he's stuck in a snow storm. 
++++ 
Anticipation and worries 
run through the minds of 
students as they wait to see 
how mid-terms turn out. 
++++ 
Female bodies are  
jogging, exercising and 
starving themselves trying 
to get ready for the bikini 
weather. 
++++ 
Small yellow and dark red 
buds are sprouting from the 
trees that have slept through 
winter. This is telling us that 
God's beautiful earth is 
about to come alive with the 
rainbow of spring colors. 
++++ 
Spring will be the begin- 
ning of a new life for all of 
nature. It's a time when the 
old hickory and oak awaken 
and begin to show their 
colors. It's a time of newly 
born wildlife and warm 
sunny evenings. It's also a 
walk in the country with the 
evening sounds of the 
crickets and the smell of 
hesh pollen. Spring is really 
an us. 
++++ 
Creations of generated 
thought throughout the 
crossways of the mind return 
only to be sifted through a 
maze of recalled experiences 
and returned for another 
time. Once I was here, and 
now I must leave without 
another thought. 
++++ 
A word of thanks should go 
out to Dr. Ronnie Harris for 
mopping part of the coliseum 
floor during the Waylon 
Jennings' concert. It is a 
shame that two of the 
deaning ladies who work in 
the Student Commons do not 
have this type of enthusiasm 
with their jobs. On several 
occasions I have spotted the 
same two ladiefs napping in 
the student louge when they 
shoilld have tt %en t working. 
It 's amazing the way 
people jump a t  the chance to 
help out their fellow man. 
During the ice storm a 
certain student (name 
unknown) was seen by 
Letters 
(Continued From Page 2)  
Dear Editor, 
February is Black History 
Month, but for some reason 
or another it seems as if the 
significance of it has been 
disregarded by Blacks 
primarily as well as whites. 
Many Whites disregard it 
anyway and there are others 
who feel and see the need for 
it. 
shared with everyone 
regardless of his or her race. 
You know Black Sisters and 
Brothers, Black History 
Month doesn't only enlighten 
other races about our great 
Black Heritage, but it gives 
us an opportunity to learn 
about our culture and our- 
selves. 
Yet, there are many who 
several hundred driven, 
as she trudged through the 
slow on her way to school. 
'Ihere was sweat on her 
brow, Her hair was wind 
blown, she staggered and 
stopped several times to 
rest. That girl was yours 
truly. My car died a mile 
from school, I was late for 
dass and very tired. Thanks 
a lot. 
++++ 
Being made to write 
something creative in five 
minutes equals having to 
convince your latest girl that 
you're the "cream of the 
crop." But such is a college 
classroom-where your 
attention is split be tween the 
activities within and the 
landscape beyond the 
window that holds the 
daydreams of a spring 
romance. 
++++ 
Snow ? 
Spring break is 10 school 
days away but, who's 
counting? 
As we walk down the halls 
in Bibb Graves we see 
dozing, sleepy students 
caused by the dreary 
weather. 
Has spring sprung? 
When will spring sprout? 
handicapped students have 
even used profanity to the 
handicapped students over 
the parking situation. 
I am not handic$pped, but 
feel that something should be 
Qne to eliminate this ugly 
sore from the face of 
Jacksonville State. 
Robert Brown 
will appeal to many different 
tastes. Keep up the good 
work. 
. Dianne Decker 
Dear Editor: 
I would like to 
-0ngratulate you on the 
articles in The Chanticleer. 
It (the paper) is an im- 
portant Part of the campus 
Theme selected 
suggesaons Nutrition Week I According By LINDA MASTERS to a recen 
campus survey man! 
students feel the studen to be observed ~:;:g~~;:;::; 
The new parkkg lots haw 
¶ 
caused protesting anc 
.... 
Liked the article on the Bee 
Gees that told about their 
r ~ w  album. Thanks so much 
for all the great articles that 
come out in the ec- 
tertainment section each 
week. 
Sincerely, 
Donna Lawson 
anyway and there a r e  others 
who feel and see the need for 
it. 
However, I think we as 
Blacks have slowed down 
tremendously toward the 
cause. How can we as Blacks 
sit back and let the history of 
our great background not be 
By ERIC WILLIAMS 
Although the security questionaires, that I recently 
distributed to the women living in dormitories, were in- 
tended for serious responses, some really questionable 
suggestions were received. 
OK. So it's true that you, some of you, need to be 
protected from insects-but do you really think the 
campus police are going to eagerly respond to a caller 
stating "Help Me! Please! I'm being molested by a 
roach?" 
1 wasa't really concerned about the plumbing in Spark- 
man Hall, either. 
Then there was the question asking what kind of locks 
the ladies would like to see on the dormitories. One girl 
expressed doubts on the effectiveness of the combination 
locks, but I'm still pondering what she meant by 
suggesting "the key system, and a 1.25 average for first 
time freshmen." 
I can just see a monitor running up to the dormitory 
doorway and seizing a freshmaq by the neck, shouting, 
"You can't unlock this door! Your GPA's too low! !" 
For the winner of the Most Specific Award, there's a 
toss-up between the girl who would like to see "no& 
combination locks" on the dormitories, and the girl who 
felt the best type lock would be "the really good kind." 
A few girls were very specific, however. One wrote that 
she would like to see "softer and king size beds, more 
liberal visiting hours, mandatory boy and girl room- 
mates--of the girl' choice, naturally." She qven went as 
far to say that she wanted her "meals brought to the 
dormitory rooms." She said that if she had all of this, she 
"would feel a lot safer." 
This girl must be a friend of the lady down the hall who 
wants males to be allowed to attend her "spend the night 
parties." 
To change the subject, an obvious English major spoke 
up saying, "It's not enough parking space." And Dr. 
Stone, I hate to be the one to break the news to you, but 
"the trees need trimming" in your yard. 
Finally, one lady stated that she wanted to see lighting 
in a certain "dark place around campus." 
 his is understandable, but she surprised me by 
writing, "you know which place I mean." 
I kw I &ouldn9t have put my name on those 
westionaires. 
- -  . T r - - - - - - - d  -- ---.--- 
about our culture and our- 
selves. 
Yet, there are many who 
could care less about Black 
History Month or anythin4 
else for that matter, whethe] 
they are Black, White, or an3 
other race. But that leaves 2 
question in my mind, hou 
can we strive to be a greal 
nation as a whole, if we care 
less to share, understand and 
ponder to learn of our 
cultures and ourselves. 
Robert Street 
To the Editor: 
There is a sport around 
campus that many people 
participate in and take pride 
in. I'm speaking of the in- 
tramural sports between the 
different dorms and groups. 
For example, the girls 
dorms have basketball 
teams that compete with one 
another. The different teams 
play hard and receive no 
recognition. I would like to 
see this changed. 
Joyce Dunn 
Dear Editor, 
What happened to our 
football, baseball and frisbee 
field? Yes, that's right, the 
one between the men's 
dorms. We've already got 
enough room for parking, 
and tearing up the field 
doesn't give much more 
parking space anyway. I not 
mly speak for myself, but 
for many others of the male 
gender. So please guys, 
either provide another field 
or fill in the parking lot. 
Roger Christy 
To the Editor 
I would like to take this 
opportunity to alert you and 
the people of JSU to a very 
pressing problem on cam- 
pus. 
Handicap parking spaces 
are being used by everyone 
to the point that the han- 
dicapped students them- 
selves are without adequate 
parking spaces. What makes 
this a pathetic situation is 
the indifference of the 
students. Too many times 
handicapped students have 
had to walk a great distance 
because their slots have been 
filled with regular students, 
students who have no dif- 
ficulty walking. 
The handicapped students 
do not regard themselves as 
special with special en- 
titlements. Some of the non- 
--- - -- ".* I.*- . U b V  " I  
Jacksonville State. 
Robert Brown 
Dear Editor, 
I'm a second semester 
Freshman and I'd like to say 
that I really enjoy attending . 
Jax State. I'm also a radio 
announcer, better known as 
a disc jockey at WANA in 
Anniston and I want to take 
this time and say how much I 
enjoy listening to Jax State's 
own radio station, WLJS. I 
thinkthey have a fine staff uf 
Dee Jays and the addition of 
the news machine has 
become a great asset to the 
station. I'll be glad when 
they raise their power to 3000 
watts. And for those of you 
who have an AM radio, why 
not give my station a listen? 
We'll be glad to have you. 
Sincerely, 
"Jumpin' " Jeff Trims 
1490Mhz on your dial 
To the Editor, 
I think it was a wise move 
to put the article about the 
wrestling team on the front 
page. Because these fellows 
did a super job and deserve 
frint page coverage. 
Bob Bradley 
To the Editor, 
Y ~ u r  article in the Feb. 
20th paper about moun- 
taineering skills really gets 
my approval. It cleans up a 
lot of my unanswered 
questions about that class. 
Mountaineering skills has 
obviously become a very 
popular activity. 
During spring registration 
I noticed the long lines 
waiting to get a card for that 
class. I couldn't believe all 
the people wanting to get in 
that class. Now that I've 
read your article, I un- 
derstand why so much in- 
terest was aroused by the 
class. I'm even thinking 
about taking the class myself 
now! It seems like an ideal 
way to get into nature. 
Thank you for cleaning up 
my thoughts on moun- 
taineering. 
Melisqi Brannen 
To the Editor and the 
Chanticleer staff: 
I would like to express my 
gratitude to the Chanticleer. 
This is one of the best school. 
newspapers around. The 
articles are always up to 
date and very informative. I 
must also commend you on 
the variety of articles, they 
ullslaLularc: you url Lne 
articles in The manticleer. 
It (the paper) is an im- 
portant part of the campus 
because it keeps the students 
informed of "what's gang 
m" on campus. Keep up the 
good work. 
Sincerely yours, 
Name Withheld 
Dear Editor, 
The Jax State Circle K 
service organization should 
be commended for their 
services to school and 
community. They are hard 
working students who render 
their unselfish service to 
help other people and they 
are truly dedicated people. 
Circle K has sponsored for 
the third straight year the 
Miss Calhoun County 
Valentine Pageant to raise 
money forcerebral Palsey. 
And I might add it is the best 
pageant I have seen here on 
the JSU campus. And the 
most important thing about 
the pageant is that it's the 
fairest pageant I have seen 
here on campus with im- 
partial judges. So, Circle K 
keep up the good work. 
B. R. Atwell 
SGA 
(Continued From Page 1) 
for the social fraternity 
Alpha Phi Alpha to be 
recognized. It passed. Jay 
Johnson, elections chair- 
'nan, stated that sigbup for 
election of S G 4  officers 
would k March 5%. CPm- 
paigning would begin 
midnight, March 18, and end 
mignight, March 25. Elec- 
tions would be Monday, 
March 26, and run-offs would 
be March 28. It was also 
reported that the blood drive 
was a success with students 
donating 200 pints of blood. 
D w  ScJmitz, dean df 
student Affairs, discussed 
the problems cauied by 
"panty raids" saying that it 
Clllowed too many 
unauthorized persons in the 
dormitories especially with 
the influx of persons pining 
the raids who a r e  not 
students here. He also asked 
students to help keep dor- 
mitory areas clean. 
All motions passed by the 
SGA are subject the a p  
proval of the Council of 
Academic Deans . or the 
President's Liasoq Com- 
mittee and Dr. Stone. 
L U  U G  U.U;3G1 v G u  uv I FI I I I I I = I I C  naauC&aLiuIl (SGA) needs improvements. 
The new parking lots have 
caused protesting and 
petitions, however students here this month ::z;:::  :ty: 
upcoming actions. Several 
suggestions of news bulletins 
"Set the Pace! Take the alternate, such as  dried have been made to better 
Food Way for Good beansandpeas,chili, eggs or inform the student body oE 
Nutrition" is the theme that fish; fruits and vegetables-- campus happenings. 
area dietitians and cnedeep green or yellow and This recent survey also 
nutritionists will emphasize m e  a source of V i t ~ ~ i n  C; shows many JSU residents 
during the seventh annual and wholegrain or enriched do not know anything about 
National Nutrition Week, breads and cereals. our Student Government 
March 4-10. Association and those who do 
"Exercise and a sound diet Week is feel they are too busy to 
are the cornerstones of good ~ p o n s o ~ ~ ~  by the make necessary im- 
health," it was pointed out Dietetic and Its provements such as  better 
by Lynn Smelcer, president in the 50 states, the lighting on ca.~pus,  more 
of the JSU Dietetic District and concerts and better publi- 
Association. Nutritionists PuertO Rice. ized actions. 
have explained that good the * (Althoug the SGA has 
nutrition and regular good nutrition, to **y worked wi 2 our SAGA food 
exercise that you enjoy can the message. 'Ihis Var services, many thanks were 
cut the cost of health care. running with it. given for better food and 
Your know-how about A poster contest con- meal plans. 
foods and their nutrients can cerning Nutrition Week is If anyone has suggestions 
multiply the benefits of planned for third graders in that you feel would better the 
physical activity in keeping Calhoun County. m e  PFters SGA, please sent your 
fit. For starters, begin with wil l  be displayed at a t a d  suggestions to the Chan- 
minimum servings of the Mall March 4-10, Also, other ticleer office in Pannell ~ a 3 ,  
gsentials: milk and milk activities are planned for 
products; meat or  an radioandtelevision. 
New bike racks 
placed on campus 
Nineteen bike racks have 
now been placed throughout_ 
the campus, according to the 
Maintenance Department, 
and one additional rack will 
be erected with the com- 
pletion of the Military 
Science Building. 
bikes racks that will be 
available for "peddlers". 
With lhe arrival of spring, 
more and more bike riders 
will come out of the wood- 
work. Hopefully, the parking 
gtuation on campus will see 
a little sign of relief if the 
featuring 
VIVIAN WOOGARD I 
& 
NUTRI'METIC 
COSMETIC!' 
racks get the use that is pE~b IA  M P L ~ z A  This brings the total of 20 antici~ated. 
Evur m - 
sndHna 
w f i - ~ ~ h  $299  $3.69 
Spaghetti 
with meat SOUC~ $199  
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In the nude 
Chief Murray interviewed By CAREY COWAN door and screamed, but, as  L usual in the dorms on tht 
weekends, no one was 
around to hear her. 
Most people who lived a t  
Daugette Hall las t  fall 
remember the panic and 
wild rumors about the man 
who was wandering around 
the halls without any clothes 
on. Several times there was 
panic in the middle of the 
night, but things would 
usually calm down when it 
was discovered that nobody 
had really seen the man. The 
rumors began, however, 
when one girl actually did 
see him. 
The following is an in- police currently has a good CHANTICLEER: It has serve and know exactly 
wrview concerning security operation? been said that you are  un- where you are at a certain 
m campus with Jacksonville MURRAY : We are  derstaffed, do you feel that time. 
State University Police operating good. We try to you need more people? 
a i e f ,  James (Jim) Murray, investigate everything that 
wfid has been chief of the happens. And we, along with 
Force here for 11 years. the administration on down, 
will do our utmost. MURRAY: You'll never 
CHANTICLEER: How MURRAY: The only fool- 
would you feel about more proof system that you'll ever 
lighting on campus? have is to have someone 
there physically opening and 
closing the door. 
After this episode, thc 
rumors and panic ir 
Daugette were un 
derstandable. For awhile thc 
man was believed to bc 
living in the attic. The creak 
and groans of the olc 
building were frightening tc 
the girls, whosc 
imaginations convince( 
them the man was upstairs 
MURRAY: I'm in favor of 
it. But lighting comes out of CHANTICLEER: Are 
the University budget- there presently any security 
through maintenance, I personnel stationed in a 
- .  
CHANTICLEER: We have 
received a number of 
complaints, especially from 
find a supervisor, or a chief 
of police who will ever say CHANTICLEER: There 
that he has enough people. has been talk, or rumors, 
You can never provide floating around that many 
The man, if he was up 
stairs, is gone now,He ha? 
not been back since last fall 
but the memory of the terr 01 
he caused Cheryl Andrew. 
and the other women ol 
Daugette Hall is still there 
- enough people for mneone girls have been assaulted Late one Saturday night, 
Cheryl Andrews answered a 
knock a t  her door to find a 
naked man standing there, 
making suggestive com- 
ments. She slammed the 
II 
The more eyes we have, 
to say, 'Q. K. I have a near the library. Is there any 
percent cracker , -  jack truth to this? 
program, in which nothing's 
1 A combination lock is only 
- going to happen." It's never 
going to happen. 
the better it makes us operate. MURRAY : When vou said as good as the people who use it. 
rumors, that's exactly what 
they are. We have never 
received any reports of this 
nature. This has been going 
back many, many years. 
Everybody talks about a girl 
assaulted near the library, 
cr behind the dorm-but 
especially behind the 
librarv. So I'm sure. that had 
The areas which the residents feel most need lighting 
are: 
CHANTICLEER: How 
many officers and cars are 
on duty during daylight 
hours and night hours? 
female residents, about a CHANTICLEER: How has 
lack of security in the dor- the recent six percent 
mitories. What measures are proration issued by Cov. Fob 
being taken to improve this James affected your 
problem? . operation? 
believe. building on campus during 
'CHANTICLEER: Getting the night hours? 
back to the dormitories, how 
effective, in your opiqion, 
are the combination locks on MURRAY: No. 
the ladies' dormitories? 
1. Around Bibb Graves and the squad. 
2. The Library. 
MURRAY: During the 3. The road on which students walk to the coliseum. daylight hours, from 7 a.m. all this taken plach, at one 
until 3 p.m., I have one of- time or another we would 
MURRAY: Well, the ficer on duty and myself. have gotten something a b u t  
MURRAY: In the dor- university police is being cut There are two cars and two it in here. 
mitories, this would be an just like the other depart- 
internal problem. We can not ments . 
4. The dormitories behind the cafeteria. CHANTICLEER: How 
MURRAY: I feel that a would you feel about officers 
combination lock is only a s  patroling the University on 
good a s  the people who use it. foot, or  perhaps, small 
If I had a lock and gave the motorcycles? 
combination to a friend, and 
he turned around and gave it MURRAY: I'm all in favor 
to someone else, pretty soon of it, but we don't have the 
there are dozen people who personnel. I feel, however, 
know that combination. ~f that we will grow with the 
the lock is put on there for administration. And I 'm 
my safety and welfare, Iam sure, that as  we grow, the 
jepordizing my security by University will see the 
giving someone that c m -  requirements a s  they are 
bination. needed. 
"It seems that other dorms have sufficient lighting- 
why neglect Daugette?" asked a Daugette resident, 
"Even if it is an old dorm, young ladies still live there.'' 
The walk between the library and Bibb Graves was also 
mentioned a s  a place which needs lighting, and it has been 
said that there have been a number of girls assaulted in 
this area. 
"It has recently come to my attention that many women 
have been assaulted and even molested in the area around 
Bibb Graves and the library," said Jason Whittman, 
Secretary of Student Life. "I do not think that lighting is a 
problemwith the male residents on campus-their fear of 
rape is more welcomed than dreaded-but the female 
delimrna is one that shouldn't and can't be ignored." 
completely deviate from our h b  
external requirements and 
go inside the dormitories- CHANTICLEER: Your " I'mgoingtojusthaveto 
unless we are called. And it's budget has been cut 30 . . . - - 
kind of hard when we're percent? 
limited as far as  number of 
operate with what 1 have 
personnel. MURRAY: Yes. to operate with. 
* 
CHANTICLEER: Where 
do you plan to cut back on 
expenses? 
officers on duty from 3 till 11 CHANTICLEER: One 
MURRAY: I am going to PJn. and also two from 11 person, who is ina  position to 
have to take money from all PJn. until 7 p.m. h o w  (preferred not to be 
areas, with the exceptions of identified) stated that if he 
salaries. It goes back to what ANTICLEER: How had a dollar for every girl 
our state is  trying to do. If long does it take for one car assaulted near the library, 
something is not done about to make its rounds around he could retire a rich man. 
m, I feel our educationd the university a t  night? How do you feel about this? 
system will be hurt greatly- MURRAY: If this be the 
if they don't earmark these MURRAY: Well, there is a,, if this individual 
funds for education. But no set time for that, or route. would come forth and 
there are no if's, and's, or The off i~ers  go different produce this type of 
but's about it. I a m  just gang  ways different times. This is evidence, then I could feel 
- --- - - -----a- rc .-.4k- n - A A% *- * xL-z  ** .- 
It's going to take not only 
the" University police, but 
h e i ~  on everyone's part to 
improve security. If the 
students see someone in 
their dormitory that they 
feel is not authorized, they 
should make a call to the 
University police and let us 
know. The more eyes we 
have, the better it makes us 
operate. 
CHANTICLEER: One Although there has been much talk about assaults near 
the library, Chief Murray said that the university police 
"have never received any reports of this nature." 
final question. If you had 
CHANTICLEER: But unlimited funds, how would 
knowing that some people you k e  to see the security 
will inevitably give out the system run here on campus. 
combination, how would you MURRAY : I'd have people 
feel about a return to the key inside the dormitories giving 
Yet one university employee, who preferred not to be 
identified,stated that if he had a dollar for every girl 
assaulted near the library, he could "retire a rich man." 
"I'm sure that had all of this taken place," Murray said, 
"we would have gotten something in here about it.'' 
Dr. Stone, president of JSU, stated that the "rumors" of 
these assaults were "absolutely not true," and that he had 
never heard of any such incident. 
"However," Dr. Stone added, "If a girl was assaulted, 
and she didn't come to us to report it, there is little we can 
do." - - - - - - - - -- - 
- -- - 
system? access to the building, and 
many patrols moving on 
campus at all times. A 
system in which personnel 
MURRAY: Keys are the would know when to move in 
same way. A key lock is d m  at times when the buildings 
mly as  good a s  the pecple are unoccupied. This is a 
Umn ure it c~inervi m r ' s  naradise or 
-."- -.- - ..., I -, --- -, - - 0 -  - ---- - -  PI U U U L C  b l I l J  b J p C  Ul 
but's about it. 1 a m  just gcing Ways different times. This is evidence, then I could feel 
to have to opemte with what common sense. If YOU form a free to think, "Well, OK, this 
I have to operate with, and routine s~s tem-go i?g   id happen." But until we 
CHANTICLEER: Do you we will survive the' bestswe around campus In certain Gow something we are lost 
eel that the University can. ways-people can sit, ob- on this. 
Security : students 
"The security a t  this university," said Dr. Stone, the girls' dormitories. "Why should we get in trouble,', 
president of Jacksonville State University, "is as  good, on wrote one resident, "for having a man in our room five-15 
a comparative basis, a s  any other university in the state." minutes past visiting hours, while 60 boys are allowed in 
here after hours to cause disturbances without penalty?" However, a questionah, which has been distributed by Many of the residents were critical of the University The Chanticleer, has revealed that there is a definite police and felt they were responsible for the lack of 
concern for campus security a t  Jacksonville State 
,curity in the dorms. he that she feels "the Caiversity. security and patrol here is a farce." The que~tionaire, which W a s  issued only to girls living in Chief Murray, however, bels that dormitory security is 
the dormitories, covered a variety of topics, including: an internal problem. lighting around cainpus; dormitory security, security 
around the library, and the effectiveness of the police 
patrol during night hours. 
I b e  questionaire, which 
was issued only to girls 
living in the dormitories, 
covered a variety of topics, 
including: lighting around DO YOU fee l  t h a t  YES 1-1 67% 
campus; dormitory security, the campus ~ o l f  ce
- .  
security around the library, force iS smal l?  
a d  the effectiveness of the NO 33 % 
police 
hours. 
THE 
ENTR 
patrol during night 
EASE OF GAINING 
Y into the dor- 
Do you f e e l  s a f e  
walking around cam- 
pus a f t e r  d a r k ?  
rnitories. bv unauthorized 
personnel, was the major Would your p a r e n t s  YES 
concern among female pay higher tuition J 62% 
residents, and many of those 
responding felt a need to for  a s s u r e d  b e t t e r  NO 38% 
discard the current can-  s e c u r i t y ?  
bination lock system, which 
is in use at nearly every 
dormitory. 
"There might a s  well not 
k: doors on the dormitory 
4 e n  everyone can get in," said a New Dorm resident, "We can not deviate from our external requirements, 
.while another termed the current lock system a s  ''the unless we are called," said Murray. "If the students see 
dupidest thing I've ever seen." someone that they feel is not authorized, they should make 
' h e  problem with the current system is that many of the a call to the university police and let us know.'' 
fezhale residents have allowed the combinations t o w e  But many residents disagreed. 
lcdks to become widely known, and a s  the university 
police James Murray said, "A canbination lock is only a s  "I feel that outside the dorm, my safety is my respon- 
gobd as the people who use it." sibility," said a Daugette Hall resident. "Within the dorm, 
however, I believe the University has a responsibility to 
THE OUTSIDE there was also 
,otectme. As it is now. 1 feel like a sitting duck. There is 
COXkern shown for security in the individual rooms. "The &olutely me and mi property, or 
kdividual doors are not safe," said one resident, anyone who happens to wander into the dorm." 
'because there are too many people walking around with 
rnaster kevs." 
Another &l worte and said that someone had entered 
their room around 2:30 in the morning during the panty 
raids a few weeks ago. "We did not give anyone a key to 
o q  room," she said, and therefore, she believed tha t -4~  
Person had gained entry "with a master key .?' 
The panty raid clearly exampled the security problem in 
POOR LIGHTING IS ALSO a major concern of female 
residents. 
When asked the question, "Do you feel safe walking 
around campus after dark?" 74 percent of those an- 
swering said that they do not feel safe, while 26 percent 
said otherwise. 
,.' "".V" ...a V.. ".A- ----I.0' --- - , -. . -vv-- UUU-U, 11 a  LA L w a a  amcrulbeu, 
only as  good a s  the people are unoccupied. This is a and she didn'tcome to us to report it, there is little we can 
who use it. supervisor's paradise or do." .-. ld. C U 
CHANTICLEER: What dream. But talking in terms (To be continued in the next issue of the Chanticleer.) 
then, would be the best of dollars, there is no way 
system? one could do this. I 
respond 
Look for security: 
Part i I1 
on March 20 
NUTRlBlRD says: 
Set the pace? 
TAKE THE FWD WAY 
I THE AMERICAN DlElRlC ASSOCIAl'iON 
National Nutrition Week 
March 4 thru 10,1979 
Tuesday, h h  6, 1919 
By CHUCK AVERY 
As of March lst, Alabama schools have been under 
proration. This has come about due to a $54 million 
predicted deficit in the education budget. 
Gov. Fob James ordered a 6 percent budget cut for all 
agencies receiving funds from the Special Education 
lkust Fund. The $1.18 hillion budget was passed by the 
special session of the State Legislature in September. This' 
was $6 million over expected revenues. Dr. Wayne 
Teague, State Superintendent of Education, warned city 
and county superintendents as far back as October to 
prepare for a cutback. 
Apparently the predominant factor in the decision to 
prorate education funds was because of the decline in 
state sales tax, which makes up approximately one-third 
of the trust fund. For the remainder of the year, state 
agencies and local schools will face a 12 percent reduction 
in funds due to the fact that half of the year has already 
passed. 
The Montgomery County ~ h o o l s  system will have a $1.6 
million reduction in funds alone. Other school systems will 
have similar cutbacks according to the size of their 
respective budgets. 
Teachers salaries have come under question because of 
the proposals. Dr. Teague said th& salaries are exempt 
from the cutback because ccntracts must be honored. Dr. 
Randy Quinn, executive director of the school board 
association, said that boards could have the right to 
Watch watching 
By SUSAN STEPHENSON 
I have developed the art of 
secretly looking at a watch 
during class. Through years 
of experimentation have 
perfected three techniques: 
1) basic front arm stretch, 2) 
lap glance, and 3) reading 
sleak-a-look. 
The first technique, the 
basic front arm stretch, is 
the simplest, most foolproof 
technique. Begin by looking 
tired and fidgeting often. 
Mer setting the mood, in- 
jerlock fingers and stretch 
r m s  forward, PALMS 
?ACING OUT. The watch 
a n  easily be seen now, but 
E quick! Prolonging this 
msition could lead to 
itrained muscles and  
trange looks from your 
friends. 
The second technique, the 
lap glance, is a favorite of 
my roommate. Unob- 
strusively lay your arm on 
the desktop or in your lap. 
Casually glance at your 
wrist and then lazily look 
back to the text. 
Timing is the key in the 
third technique, reading 
sneak-a-look. This is 
valuable when the professor 
is lecturing or reading. Study 
first the professor and get a 
feel for her rhythm and rate 
of looking at the class while 
reading. At the beginning of 
what should be a long 
reading period, glance at 
your watch, but be careful. 
Professors are sometimes 
mratic. 
Isn 't sex 
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2 question Tower 
atop the 
cancel salaries contracts under the provision of the state 
tenure laws if they did not have the money to pay em- 
ployees. peak 
Quinn also asked for an opinion from the Attorney By LINDA MASTERS 
General's whether, "Anyone kom the state level can tell a 
school system not to cut salaries when other expenses are On Nov. 19, 1947 high atop 
being prorated across the bard." A formal request must Chimney Peak Mountain, a 
be made before the Attorney General will issue an tower was erected for a fire 
opinion. lookout. Forest rangers Alton Ayers and C. B. 
It is believed by some educators that if saiaries are not Chandler of the Department 
reduced, the renewal of some teachers' contracts may be of Conservation helped 
in danger this fall. This could sharply reduce the number construct the tower, which 
of teachers and school personnel throughout the state. was designed to withstand 
The Alabama Education Association will meet next 100 mph winds. The tower 
week with teachers in Birmingham at their annual con- s2ands 107 feet from the 
vention. The topics of discussion will be presented in the ground and sits on five acres 
next article in this series. of land given to the county by Fannie Warlick, a Art show opens resident of Jacksonville. 
Since the year 1965 the 
By JERRY STINSON be commended for their fine tower has not been manned 
The evening of Feb. 27 work and progress. due to insufficient funds, 
marked the opening of the Not only are we proud of however the tower was built 
Student Art Exhibit, located the students but also of the with state funds and 
in Harnrnond Hall Gallery at fine teaching staff in our Art donations. 
the rear of the Student Department. I would like to 
Commons Building. The give my personal thanks to Because of vandalism and 
exhibit included oil pain- all who participated and the insufficient funds, the tower 
tings, prints, pin and ink many visitors we expect to will probably never be used 
drawings, ceramics, and have at the show. again, nevertheless, air 
many items of design. The exhibit is on display detection is now used 
Nearly all media of art is now and will close March 9. whenever necessary. Forest 
represented in the show. We Hours of display are from ranger David Morris of the 
1 have a great deal of talent in 2:3@4:30 daily. Come and Anniston Forestry Com- 
our students here at the see the exhibit for the art mission advises clunbing the 
By PATTY JOHNSON yellow, take your pick. For Color coordinated socks will 
mink back, if you will, mme students, a warmup .enter the picture to add the 
about five years ago. you are rates higher than the old finishing touch on the sporty 
in a P. E. class, and it is time faded dungarees. fashion. And above all, do 
to go. There is a race to the No longer are warmup not dare forget those thirty 
and sweat suits regarded dollar running shoes, even if locker a scramb'ng 
exclusively for the exercise you do plan to drive the ar get undressed, and a jam- 
session. They are deemed to the Art show at Student Commons Building ming of gym 'lothe' into a proper attire for classes and locker. Those smelly gym -_--p,, ,, . r 
Q" - --- -- - proper attlre for classes and lockir. gym wearing around town. About 
washing machine once a the 
suit is the 
-,.-&I. 1 I IWIIuI .  
church pew. 
A classroom window is employ. Over a period of several Spring is trying to peek 
perhaps a teacher's greatest They close the curtains, if years we have come from through the chills of winter. 
rival for student attention. there are any. rancid gym clothes to silk  ill tf, ,,arm-ups I ,* 
With this realization in mind, This i s  an exteme warm-ups. Even the gray extinct through the warmer 
the experienced teacher measure, and could lead to meat ,  tradition seems to seasons? No, they will only 
Pepares well her ClaSSrOOm room-wide sleeping. The dull have faded h t o  white warm- &fink into fancy little gym 
lwtwe, and wears the most in many of the p s + r  green, or blue, or shorts with matching tops. f l a m b o y a n t  c l o t h i n g  classrooms have a 
imaginable. " L'Somenex" effect on 
students, and unless the 
Her dialogue may consist teacher is either tap dancing 
of such attention - getting 0x1 her table to-r dying in 
phrases as  "Let's cover one the same place, heads will be 
last thing," or perhaps even, dropping to the desk tops like 
"Isn't sex wonderful?" birds full of bullets. 
Many male teachem, who Just what is it that lures 
ride into class on their youth- eyes through those tinted 
ful egos, (and equipped with panes? Perhaps it is a tree. 
weekdd ties and annual Even if no squirrels are 
humor) have resorted to the putting on a show, a student 
exclamitory use of foul can be assured that the tree 
language to get the desired will not ask them what an 
attentiveness. But all these example of Early Romantic 
methods are short-lived, and Literature would be. Or 
after the student passes a perhaps they are planning 
quick glance toward the their route to the cafeteria, 
instructor, all eyes move so as  to be ready when they 
back toward the window and are dismissed. 
the daydreams beyond. Whatever the reason may 
Perhaps the only feasible be, one can be assured that 
weapon to be used against the most effective instructor, 
the window, and its allies regardless of speech 
mtside, is one that few capabilities-would be a 
:eachers have Pared to transparent one. 
FOREIG~ CARS ,. . 
GRF,(IT TO D R r J E  o u ~  
~ f i r r b  TO F I X  
The stone of a 
million stories 
By CHUCK AVERY 
If you have ever entered 
the library using the parking 
lot entrance, chances are 
you have noticed a loose slab 
of stone just outside the right 
hand door. If this slab could 
talk, imagine some of the 
stories it could tell. 
"I really don't know how 
long I have been here 
because when you are a 
stone, time doesn't account 
for much. But I can tell you 
quite a few stories about 
student life and some of the 
people a t  this university. 
"Young couples have stood 
an me and kissed good-night 
while others have stomped 
an me and gotten into fights. 
I have seen smiling faces 
and others with tears. I can't 
count the cigarettes that 
have been dropped on me 
over the years. 
"There was this one guy, 
who must have been high, 
that stopped and talked to 
me one night. I didn't say 
anything back because I 
didn't want him to think he 
was crazy, but it was kind of 
nice to have someone to talk 
to me anyway. He just told 
me about his girlfriend and 
the trouble they were 
having. 
"On more than one oc- 
casion, I have heard students 
say that they were glad that 
their t e r m  paper was 
finished and now they were 
ready to go party. It even 
seemed as if some had been 
partying before they came to 
the library. 
"Thousands of people have 
stepped on me,  walked 
around me, jumped over me 
and even a few have sat 
down on me. Most have just 
completely ignored me, but 
the few that have taken the 
time to a t  least notice me  I 
will always remember. 
Maybe, just maybe, they will 
remember, too." 
Spring fever's here! 
WANTED: Eager, 
aggress ive ,  young 
writers to become news 
reporters for Chanticleer. 
I f  interested contact 
Chuck Avery in room 219 
in Pannell Hall 
By KIM WEST 
When that fever hits, 
everything and everybody 
goes wild. The usual fever 
makes you sick, but that 
"Spring Fever" makes you 
happy and carefree ! 
Spring fever has already 
hit all around us, and it is 
still February. Thank 
goodness for that spring 
fever ! 
Everything around us has 
come to life in everyway. 
The birds are singing in the 
trees, squirrels crawling 
around on the ground, new 
buds of life are coming out on 
the trees. 
While nature is welcoming 
the Spring fever, so is man. 
People are planning trips for 
Spring break, guys a re  
getting ready for baseball 
games, girls are jogging to 
prepare for the sunshine that 
soon should be iooking our 
way. 
When that urge strikes 
you, get out, and enjoy the 
sunshine and the nature that 
surrounds you. Just  
remember that Y O U  have 
caught a case of that good 
ole' Spring Fever! 
Remedy-Take all the 
sunshine you can get. Play 
and be lazy. 
Spread your spring fever 
all around. 
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Announcements 
Handicapped Improvement Program 
Scheduled 
The Handicapped Impmvement Program wil l  meet 
March 6, at  7:30 p.m. in Room 108 Bibb Graves Hall. All 
students are welcome to attend. 
Alabama Corrsency  to meet 
The Calhoun County Chapter of the Alabama Con- 
servency will hold its first meeting tonight, March 6, at 
the Anniston Museum of Natural History. This 
organization is concerned with the prevention of 
wilderness areas throughout the state. 
If you are interested in the conservation of Alabama's 
most valuable resource, the forest, you are invited 
to attend. Both students and faculty are urged to par- 
ticipate. 
Phi M u  Alpha presents musicale 
The Phi Mu Alpha Fraternity will be presenting its 
annual musicale Tuesday, March 6, at 7:30 p.m. in the 
Performance Center of Mason Hall. Music by American 
composers will be presented. The fraternity, along with 
its little sisters, choose, perform and direct all of the 
music themselves. 
The music will range from John Phillip Sousa, to P. D. 
Q. Bach. But the best thing is, it's free. 
Dance marathon canceUed 
Due to a lack of manpower and amount of time 
available, Pfii Beta Lambda will not sponsor a Dance 
Marathon this year. 
Plans are now underway for two other projects to be 
completed before the year is out. 
If you did not join Phi Beta Lambda this year, come on 
out next fall. We'll be looking for you. 
Phi Beta Lambda 
Looking for an apartment? 
By ALLEN CLARK 
Oh woe to the person that has to go through the hassle of 
moving during the semester. I've done it twice this year 
and it is really a super pain in the you-know-what. 
I know that many students will be moving into apart- 
ments after the mandaitory Freshman year in the dorms 
and I think you should know a few things before you go 
looking for a new place to stay. 
(1) Most important-Don't wait until August to start 
looking. 
(2) Be nice to the people renting or you might never find 
anything that you really want to live in for the three 
remaining years in school, except at thrown - together 
apartment. 
(3) Check or ask about pest control. With this type of 
climate the probability of roaches is high. 
(4)  Shop around first and make sure you really like the 
house you pick and sometimes it's worth that little bit of 
extra gas to have a house (apartment) on the edge of 
town, but then again it's also good to be close to the school 
to save that little bit of money. You've got to know that 
before you move in. 
(5) Know whether or not you can afford the lifestyle and 
when you do find a place always pay your rent on time. 
(6) Know that the city of Jacksonville, the deposits 
are extremely high for students. Figure a total of ap- 
proximately $280, that will include deposits on the 
apartment, telephone (plus installation which starts at 
$15.50 and goes up to well over $30), electricity, and some 
places you'll have to make a monthly payment for 
cablevision if you want to have a TV. 
(7 )  hgically you will need renters insurance (ap- 
proximately $85). 
(8) If you can get one of those "good deals" on an un- 
furnished apartment, it might be a good idea to take it if 
you like it a lot; used furniture can be found that is 
reasonable and maybe somebody in the family, or a 
friend, has something extra at home they can give you. 
(9) When you first move in, inspect EVERYTHING and 
make a list of all broken, wornout, dangerous (electrical, 
etc.), and extremely dl. .y items in the house (or apart- 
ment). 
(10) Take good care of the house and everything you 
damage you fix yourself to save any problems. 
If you can do all these things then you might suc- 
cessfully find a good house or apartment and enjoy your 
stay in it. It's also possible that your landlord might turn 
out to be a friend if you can take that first step towards a 
good relationship. 
Behind closed doors 
By LISHA BROWN 
For months I have been 
intrigued with an old, solid, 
wooden door in room 304 on 
the third floor of Bibb 
Graves. I noticed it one 
day-closed-leading to 
nowhere. What in the heck is 
it for ????!!!! I thought 
about it, ashamed to ask 
anunne fnr fern that thn 
be correct, I became ob- 
sessed - with the desire to 
open one of these doors, or 
all of them, to find out what 
in the world is in them. 
Finally, I had my chance. I 
had arrived to my English 
dass early and nobody was 
in the room. I approached 
the door with caution. (Who 
up tests in. 0. K. I'll buy it. 
Another said, "Well, maybe 
the architect couldn't think 
of anything else to do with 
that space." Naw!! ! I 
couldn't believe any ar- 
chitect would do that. As  I 
continued my search for the 
true purpose of those little 
morns, I heard such things 
Finally, to my despair, 
found that my origina 
feelings were correct afte 
all. The answer is so simp11 
that it's stupid. Those mom, 
were merely passageway 
between classrooms year 
ago! !! I hang my head b 
shame. 
Do you want a new car? 
Are you near graduation? 
Take Advantage Of 
Anniston Lincoln- Mercury's 
College Graduation Finance Plan 
1. Pick out a car 
2. Payments start after 3 months 
3. Low monthly payments 
For more information 
call or visit 
Anniston 
Lincoln- 
- - 
/ANNISTON1 
1229 S. Quintard Ave. 
Phone 236-7635 
mma /Niiamiq 
about it, ashamed to ask 
anyone for fear that the 
answer was so over- 
whelmingly simple, and 
came to one conclusionit 
had to be an ancient fire 
escape! Sounds good enough, 
right? There's a fire in the 
building, everybody runs to 
this classroom, opens the 
door and dives out. Better to 
have a few broken bones or a 
fractured skull than to be 
trapped in a burning 
building. Maybe with luck 
you could fling yourself out 
and catch onto a tree and 
climb down! This theory 
sounded sensible to me. 
For a while, I was satisfied 
but eventually I noticed that 
every single room in Bibb 
Graves (or at least the ones 
I've had classes in) has a 
door that leads to nowhere ! ! 
Now what? Even though my 
fire escape theory could still 
Human Service 
provide student 
The Human Services 
Center at Jacksonville State 
University recently has 
become a member of the 
Voluntary Action Center 
(VAC) of Anniston. The 
Voluntary Action Center 
offers a process through 
which those individuals and. 
groups who want to volun- 
teer can find useful outlets 
for their concerts and 
energies, and through which 
those agencies who need 
volunteers can find help. It is 
associated with the National 
Center for Voluntary Action 
and operates under the 
auspices of the United Way 
of Calhoun County. 
VAC is now composed of 22 
melr~ucl s ~llcluding such 
m the room. I approached 
the door with caution. (Who 
knows? I might just fall 
out ! ) I opened it slowly with 
i n t ense  a n t i c i p a t i o n .  
What?!! I couldn't believe 
my eyes! Behind that door 
was a very tiny room, 
painted, with a window and 
even curtains! I guessed 
mly five regularly sized 
people could cram thern- 
selves into that room--only 
me  or two obese folk! A 
basketball player or a giant 
could fit into this room. The 
ceiling was very high. . 
I lost all concern about 
appearing stupid-I asked 
people, everywhere I saw, 
what the purpose of that neat 
little room is. I heard some 
rather bizzare ideas. 
One person suggested that 
maybe these little rooms, 
capable of holding one desk, 
are for people to take make- 
center to 
. placement 
Citizens, Head Start, Mental 
Health Center, and Senior 
Citizens groups, as  well as 
such organizations as the 
Anniston Arts Council. 
This is a wonderful op- 
portunity for the Human 
Services Center to further 
provide students with in- 
tmships and placements in 
our community that will 
provide long lasting and 
valuable experiences. A 
student interested in doing 
volunteer work in the 
community should call the 
Human Services Center at 
EX. 397. The center is 
located in Stephenson 
Gymnasium and its staff 
include : Dr. Adelaide 
Cherry. director; Mary S. 
r-r-- -.--- ---- agu: : : 1 11Cu1g Illy llt!aU Ill 
rooms, I heard such things & m e ,  
as : 
Places to hide, 
Observation rooms, COLLEGE FRESHMEN AND SOPHOMORES 
- - 
as sensible. I couldn't as if believe w r ( NO MILITARY OBLIGATION j 
24 pages o f  t h e  la tes t  s t y les  f o r  
S p r ~ n g  - m o s t  a v a ~ l a b l e  w i t h i n  d a y s  
Offices for midget 
teachers, Place  to go to get extra 
points! ! (HO, HO, HO! ) 
Places to pile dirt (there is 
me with nothing but 
dirt in it!) 
People suggested these 
remarkably theories 
of y o u r  o rder .  At last, t h o s e  h a r d  to f i n d  
WHAT: Kentucky summer ROTC Training in 
WHEN: 21 ~ a y  - 28 June; 11 June - 
19 J~I, or 9 JUI, - 16 ~~~~~t 
P4Y:  About $450 plus free m.als, 
lodgM and travel 
Call A l  Ohlstein a t  Jax State ROTC: 
435-9820. ext. 277 
I ,\ sizes 9% to 12 are ava i lab le  t o  y o u  t h r o u g h  I > ~ - ~  ~ \ t h i s  d i r e c t  m a i l  cata loq.  Don't d e l a v .  
Ridgmar Mall - CN 
1864 Green Oaks Rd. 
- . . 
FAMOLARE :' o r d e r  T o d a y  ! 
Wri re: 
Texas Tall & Stout Girls 
Ft. Worth, TX 76116 
On The Sqwre 
kCks0n~ille 
- 
SGA typing JUST ARRIVED!! 
Great Selection 
I service available Soor! S h o r ~ ,  
Cdorfvl, 
ComfortaBle 
The SGA now has a typing service available for 
students. If you need typing services contact the SGA 
agencies and 0rgt3nization~ patton, educational &ec- 
as Regional Medical Center, tor ; and Joy Jay, secretary - 
Association for Retarded receptionist. 
I I 
I office. The SGA will contact a qualified typist who will type your papers, at the current cost of typing. / L Public Sqwre Service sponsored by the SGA. Call Ext. 246 and Ext. Jasksonvilk 328, or drop by the Student Commons Building, 4th Floor. -, rsyeh & , *~vr*r *+'-@? 4354350 
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By MICHAEL REAVES 
Entertainment Editor 
Hey, thanks again 
students! I can't tell you how 
good it makes me feel to see 
that you're beginning to get 
involved in school. We've 
gotten letters, phone calls, 
and people have been 
dropping by to let us know 
what they're thinking, how 
they feel about various 
campus issues. It's gxeat. 
I've received letters from 
many of you telling me what 
you like to read, don't like to 
read, and what you would 
like to see in upcoming 
isues. This gives me an 
insight as to what goes to 
print each week. Plus, I love 
to read your letters. 
A friend of mine from 
ilorida recently visited our 
rhool. He had come home 
'or a couple of weeks bet- 
ween hours, and visited me 
me day here at my office. He 
pad about the SGA con- 
$$;&T*$y$pi\gi;$g3 Arbitrio 
troversy, some of the 
editorials (including my 
own) and in general, just 
observed JSU activity. At 
the end of the day, he told 
me, "You know, this school, 
if everyone worked together 
instead of against each 
other, could be one of the ' 
nation's top colleges in its 
class." I told him that our 
student body was a 
cooperative one, and also 
very responsive. I told him 
that the students work very 
well with the campus 
organizations, and vice- 
versa. But what he replied 
made me stop and think a 
moment. He said, "Yes, but 
do the campus organizations 
work very wellwith the other 
campus organizations, or do 
they spend their time 
defending themselves from 
criticisms launched at them 
from those same 
crganizations?" 
I had to be honest and tell 
him that I hadn't given it 
much thought, but that he 
was right about one thing: 
we certai'nly have the 
potential to be one of the 
leading schools in the nation 
(my Jax State patriotian 
was obviously showing by 
this time). 
But I realized that 
organizations many times 
worry about other groups' 
work more than their own, 
this is human nature. Even 
some people that work for 
these various school 
organizations spend half 
their time childishly pot- 
sho ting other school 
' workers. You see, I have to 
give the other workers (in 
any organizations) the 
benefit of the doubt, the 
doubt being that ' perhaps 
they are as new at their job 
as I am mine. I figure that 
many of us are sort of 
"practicing" for similar 
work on the outside (that 
sort of sounds like I'm 
referring to a prison, even 
though I'm not, doesn't i t?).  
For example, I read a 
student letter the other day 
strongly criticizing the 
personnel of the school radio 
station, WWS-FM. Now I'm 
not getting down on Linda 
Parker or anything like that. 
Miss Parker had some valid 
points. But those guys over 
,there, just like the people 
that work for the SGA, JSU 
athletics, the Chanticleer, 
etc., etc., for the most part, 
are just learning and many 
of them do it for nothing . . . 
no pay, no recognition . . . 
nothing. So I have ba l low 
for mistakes and short- 
comings, because we're all 
going to make them sooner 
cr later. We can't be as 
perfect as professional DJs, 
professional a th le tes ,  
professional politicians, or 
anything like that. But I do 
believe this: those people are 
the best there is as far as 
college-level goes, and no 
school in the nation could 
possibly have the loyalty and 
dedication we enjoy from our 
workers. 
The point is this: the 
campus organizations need 
to work with each other; the 
school would fail without 
thkm. And we can, if we just 
will. The Waylon Jennings 
concert proved that we 
could. Now that we have a 
little student support, the 
students are going to need 
some support soon.1 propose 
a JSU Court of Appeals for 
Unsa t i s f ac to ry  F i n a l  
Grades. What do you think? 
I'm really glad student 
support is improving, 
though. It makes me feel 
good all over. I also a p  
preciate your letters and 
interest in the paper. Now 
let's see about getting 
together and making JSU the 
school it can be. Who knows, 
maybe someday Jax State 
will be in the Ivy League. I 
noticed some ivy beginning 
to grow up the side of Bibb 
Graves just the other day . . 
City 
Scene 
Huntsville, Alabama 
Von Braun Civic Center 
March 11-Peabo Bryson in 
concert, starting at 8 p.m. 
All seats reserved. Ap- 
pearing with Bryson, 
Atlanta's own MOTHER'S 
FINEST. Tickets are now on 
sale at $7.50 and $8.50. 
Mobile Alabama 
Mobile Municipal 
Auditorium 
March 2OStyx in concert, 
starting at 8 p.m. General 
admission tickets are now an 
sale for $7. 
Birmingham, Alabama 
Brother's Music Hall 
(Rumson Road, Homewood 
area of Birmingham) 
March l2Judas  Priest 
appearing with Hotel, all 87b 
9988 for details. 
Boutwell Auditorium 
March 13-Rush in concert, 
starting at 8 p.m. Call 251- 
4100 fo; details. Tickets are 
j 1 / Mass, Feb. 10 
3 STEVE MARTIN/STEVE GOODMAN-Art~st 
@ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ ? ) @ @ @ @ ~ @ ~ O @ O @ @ @ O @ @ @ @ @ O @ * $ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ ~ @ @ O @ @ @ @ @ @ @ ~ O @ O @ @ @ @ @ @  now on sale. 
a 
251-4100 for details, and f tickets_are nowonsale.-- 
Grammy 
- 
BirminghamJeff erson 
Civic Center : April 15-Parliament - 
Funkadelic in concert. Call 
the Central Ticket Office at 
Arenas (6,000 To 20,000) : I 
The complete list of winners: 
Record of the year: "Just The Way 
You Are." Billy Joel, Columbia, Pro- 
ducer: Phil Ramone. 
Album of the yeat: "Saturday 
Night Fever," Bee Gees, David 
Shire, Yvonne Elliman, Tavares, 
Kool & the Gang, K.C. & the Sun- 
shine Band, MFSB, Trammps, Wal- 
ter Murphy. Ralph MacDonald, 
RSO. Producers: Bee Gees. Karl 
Richardson, Albhy Galuten, Fred- 
die Perren. Bill Oakes, David Shire. 
Arif Mardin, Thomas J. Valentino, 
Ralph MacDonald, W: Walter, K.G. 
Productions, H.W. Casey, Richard 
Finch, Bobby Martin. Broadway 
Eddie, Ron Kersey. 
Song of the year: "Just The Way 
You Are," Billy Joel. Publisher: 
Joelsongs. 
New Artist of the year: A Taste Of 
Honey, Capitol. 
Pruducer of the year: The Bee 
Gees, Albhy Galuten, Karl Richard- 
son. 
POP 
Female vocal performance: "You 
Needed Me," Anne Murray, Capi- 
tol. 
Male vocal performance: "Co- 
pacabana (At The Copa)," Barry 
Manilow, Arista. 
Vocal performance, duo, group or 
chrous: "Saturday Night Fever." 
Bee Gees, RSO. 
Instrumental performance: "Chil- 
dren Of Sanchez." Chuck Mangione 
Group, A&M. 
$7 50 $9 50 
$7 50 $10 
17 170 
15 500 
R&B 
Female vocal performance: "Last 
Dance," Donna Summer, Casa- 
blanca. 
Male vocal performance: "On 
Broadway," George Benson, Warner 
Bros. 
Vocal performance, duo, group or 
chorus: "AII'N'AII," Earth, Wind & 
Fire, Columb~a. 
Instrumental performance: "Run- 
nin'," Earth, Wlnd & F ~ r e .  Colum- 
bla. 
R&b song: "Last Dance," Paul Ja- 
bara, Publ~sher .  Primus Art~sts /  
Olga. 
Chntemnnratu r a u L  onrnel ner. 
$149,806- 
$130,459" 
ROSE ROYCEIBAR-KAYSIMICHAEL HENDERSON/ 
EVELYN "CHAMPAGNE" KING-Lew~s Gray 
Product~ons Forum L A  Cal~f Feb 10 
1. GElLS BAND/SOUTHSIDE JOHNNY & THE 
ASBURY JUKES-Don Law Co Garden Boston 
: 1 
Awards 
: 
a 
INSTRUMENTAL 
Instrumental arrangement: "Main 
Title (Overture Part One)-"The 
Wiz" original soundtrack. Quincy 
Jones & Robert Freedman. MCA. 
Arrangement accompanying vocal- 
ists: "Got T o  Get You Into My 
Life," Maurice White, RSO. 
Arrangement for voices: "Stayin' 
Alive," Bee Gees. RSO. 
MISCELLANEOUS 
Non-classical engineering: "FM 
(No Static At All)," Roger Nichols, 
Al Schmitt. MCA. 
Album package: "Boys In The 
Trees," Johnny Lee & Tony Lane, 
Elektra. 
Album notes: "A Bing Crosby 
Collection. Vols. 1 & 11," Michael 
Brooks, Columbia. 
Best historical repackage: "Lester 
Young Story Vol. 3," Michael 
Brooks, Columbia. 
GOSPEL-INSPIRATIONAL 
Inspirational performahe:  
"Happy Man," B.J. Thomas. Myrrh. 
Contemporary or inspirational 
gospel performance: "What A 
Friend." Larry Hart, Genesis. 
Traditional gospel performance: 
"Refreshing," The Happy Good- 
man Family. Canaan. 
ETHNIC 
Ethnic or traditional: "I'm 
Ready." Muddy Waters. Blue Sky. 
Latin: "Homenaje A Beny More." 
Tito Puente. Tico. 
SPOKEN 
Children's: "The Muppet Show," 
Jim Henson, Arista. 
Comedy: "A Wild And Crazy 
Guy," Steve Martin, Warner Bros. 
Non-musical spoken word: "Citi- 
zen Kane," Orson Welles, Mark 56. 
SHOW CAST 
Cast album: "Ain't Misbehavin'," 
Composer: Thomas Fats Waller & 
others. Producer: Thomas Z. Shep- 
ard, RCA Red Seal. 
CLASSICAL 
Album of the year: "Brahms: Con- 
certo For Violin In D Major." Itzhak 
Perlman with Carlo Maria Giulini. 
Chicago Symphony. Angel. Pro- 
ducerlchristophe! Bishop. 
2 
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Consultants Convention Center San Anton io  Tx  
Feb 11 
PARLIAMENT/FUNKADELIC/BRIDES OF 
FUNKENSTEIN-T~ger Flower & Co Col Hampton  
Va Feb 10 
ROSE ROYCE/BAR-KAYS/MICHAEL HENDERSON/ 
EVELYN "CHAMPAGNE" KING-Lewis Gray 
Productions Cow Palace San Francisco Calif Feb 
11 
STEVE MARTIN/STEVE GOODMAN-Artist 
Consultants Noble Center Univ of  Okla Norman 
- - - - - - . .-- - 7 ---- 
tickets are now on sale. 
May 7-The Moody Blues in 
concert, starting at 8 p.m. 
Call 251-4100 for details. 
ulga. 
Contempora~y soul gospel per- 
formance: "Live In London," An- 
drae Crouch & the Disciples, Light. 
Traditional soul gospel perform- 
ance: "Live And Direct." Mightv 
Clouds Of Joy, ABC. 
JAZZ 
Vocal performance: "All Fly 
Home," Al Jarreau. Warner Bros. 
Solo instrumental performance: 
"Montreux '77-Oscar Peterson 
Jam," Oscar Peterson, Pablo. 
Group instrumental performance: 
"Friends," Chick Corea, Polydor. 
Big band instrumental perform- 
ance: "Live in Munich," Thad Jones, 
Mel Lewis, Horizon/A&M. 
COUNTRY 
Female vocal performance: "Here 
You Come Again," Dolly Parton, 
RC A. 
-...-- 6" ",, "'y.'"",, " " E L L .  1 1"- 
ducer: Christopher Bishop. 
Orchestral performance: "Bee- 
thoven: Symphonies (9) Complete," 
Herbert von Karajan, Berlin Phil- 
harmonic, DG. Producer: Michel 
Glotz. 
' Opera recording: "Lehar: The 
Merry Widow." Julius Rudel. Pro- 
ducers: George Sponhaltz & John 
Coveney, Angel. 
Choral performance other than op- 
era: "Beethoven: Missa Solemnis," 
Conductor: Sir Georg Solti. Chicago 
Symphony. Choral director: Marga- 
ret Hillis, London. 
Chamber music performance: 
"Beethoven: Sonatas For Violin & 
Piano," Itzhak Perlman & Vladimir 
Ashkenazy, London. 
Instrumental soloists with orches- 
tra: "Rachrnaninoff: Concerto No. 3 
In D Minor For Piano (Horowitz 
Atlanta, Ga. 
Fox Theatre 
March 17-Liza Minelli, in 
concert starting at 7:30 p.m. 
and 11 p.m. Tickets on sale 
now at all SEATS locations. Coolev Inc..  Col., Bi loxi .  ! 12.055 ! $7 50-1850  1 I94.458* 1 
Miss Feb 6 
PARLIAMENT/FUNKADELIC/BRIDES OF 
FUNKENSTEIN-Tiger Flower & Co Col R ichmond 
Va Feb 11 
SHA.NA.NA-Frank J Russo Inc Civic Center 
Providence R l Feb 6 
PARLIAMENT/FUNKADELIC/BRIOES OF 
FUNKENSTEIN-G W Product ions Col Greensboro 
N C Feb 9 
GRATEFUL DEAD-Monarch Enter ta inment /  
Contemporary Product ions Kiel Aud St  Louis M o  
Feb 11 
I. GElLS BAND/SOUTHSIDE JOHNNY 8 THE 
ASBURY JUKES-Don Law & Co Civic Center 
Capri Ballroom 
March 6-Nicollette Larson, 
with a back-up band 
featuring Little Feat's Paul 
Barrere and Bill Payne, 
Tickets now on sale at all 
SEATS locations. 
Great Southeast Music Hall 
March 16-17-The David 
Bromberg Band. No details 
at this time. Keep watching 
the colupn for further 
notice. 
March 23-24Arlo Guthrie 
in concert, starting at 8 p.m. 
Tickets now on sale at the SE 
Music Hall Box Office. 
April 18-198. B. King in 
concert, starting at 7:30 p.m. 
Watt,. this column for fur- 
ther details. 
Male  vocal performance: 
"Georgia On My Mind," Willie Nel- 
son. Columbia. 
Vocal performance by a duo or 
group: "Mamas Don't Let Your 
Babies Grow U p  T o  Be Cowboys," 
Waylon Jennings & Willie Nelson. 
RCA. 
Instrumental performance: "One 
O'Clock Jump." Asleep At The 
Wheel, Capitol. 
Country song: "The Gambler," 
Don Schlitz. Publisher: Writer's 
Night. 
COMPOSING 
Instrumental composition: 
"Theme From 'Close Encounters Of 
The Third Kind,' " John Williams. 
Album of original score written for 
a motion picture of a television spe- 
cial: "Close Encounters Of The 
Third Kind." John Williams, Arista. 
Golden Jubilee)," Vladimir Horo- 
witz, RCA. 
Instrumental soloist without or- 
chestra: "The Horowitz Concerts 
1977/78." Vladimir Horowitz. RCA. 
Solo vocal performance: "Luciano 
Pavarotti-Hits From Lincoln Cen- 
ter." Luciano Pavarotti, London. 
Engineering: "Varese: Ame- 
riques/Arcana/Ionisation (Boulez 
Conducts Varese)," New York Phil- 
harmonic. Engineers: Bud Graham. 
Arthur Kendy & Ray Moore. Co- 
lumbia. 
HALL OF FAME 
"How High The Moon," Les Paul. 
Mary Ford, Capitol. 1951; "One 
O'clock Jump," Count Basie, Decca, 
1937; "Rachmaninoff: Rhapsody On 
A Theme Of Paganini," Sergei Rach- 
maninoff with the Philadelphia Or- 
chestra, RCA Victor, 1935. 
13 
Tuscaloosa, Alabama 
Memorial Coliseum 
April 20-Eric Clapton in 
concert, tentative. Watch 
this column for further 
details. 
Springf ield.  Mass.. Feb 9 
CHUCK BERRY/WOLFMAN JACK/FLASH CAOILLAC/ 
MARVELLElTES/DEL SHANNON/FREDDIE 
CANNON-Feyline Presents, McNicho ls  Arena, 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
Here's the answer ! 
Denver Colo Feb 10 
SANTANA/SAD CAFE-Avalon Attract ions 8 220 $6 50 $8 50 $64,552 
Convention Center Anaheim Calif Feb 7 
ENGELBERT HUMPERDINCK-Entam Civic Center 6 527 $9 $10 $63,844 
Wheel ing W Va Feb 9 
WILLIE NELSON/JERRY JEFF WALKER/DON 7 890 $7 $8 $58,696 
BOWMAN-Feyline Presents/A S S U Maples 
Pav~ lon  Stanford Univ Palo Al to Calif Feb 10 
HEART/FIREFAU-Alex Cooley Inc  Civic Center 8 000 $7 $7 50 $57,928' 
Savannah Ga Feb 8 
WILLIE NELSON/JERRY JEFF WALKER/DON 6 150 $6 50 $7 50 $47,503" 
BOWMAN-Feyline Presents Communi ty  Center 
Sacramento Calit Feb 11 
PARLIAMENT/FUNKADELIC/BRIDES OF 6 574 $6 50 $7 50 $45,232- 
FUNKENSTEIN Charles Wit tner/Ceci l  Corbett  
M e m  l Aud Greenville S C Feb 8 
Q: My friend tells me that went on to become one of 
Melissa Manchester, who Bette Midler's backup 
does the song, " h n ' t  Cry singers, a job that got her to 
Out Loud," used to work with the stage of New York City's 
Paul Simon. Is this true?- Carnegie Hall for the first 
Jim Gilroy, New Orleans, time. Her stay there lasted 
La. only six months before she 
struck out on her own. 
A:  Melissa Manchester Melissa has written most 
never worked with Paul of her own hit songs, in- 
Simon on a professional cluding "Midnight Blue," 
basis, but she did study but strangely enough, she 
songwriting with hirnat New didn't write her latest hit. 
York University several "Don't Cry Out Loud" was 
years ago, when Simon was penned by Peter Allen and 
conducting classes there. Carole Bayer Sager, a 
"Paul was a sympathetic longtime collaborator of 
and supportive figure," says Melissa's. 
Melissa. "He taught me that 
the important thing about Q: I know this sounds 
$'$$mi% ut I've only recently 
"'get &U 
express oneself in a way one guitarist B. B. King. Can you 
considers true and special." tell me how long he's been 
Less than a year later, she recording? What was his 
was singing as a solo act at a first hit?-Timothy White, 
m a l l  club in New York and Seattle, Wash. 
Auditoriums (Under 6,000) 
1 ( SHA-NA NA-Music Fair Thea Valley Forge Pa 14 660 $8 75 $9 75 $125,120' 
4 
5 
A: Although B. B. King is 
known best these days for 
contemporary hits like "To 
Know You Is To Love You" 
and "The Thrill Is Gone," 
he's been making records 
since 1949.. His first hit, in 
1951, was "3 O'clock Blues." 
King has always been 
popular with black 
audiences, but in the mid- 
1960s he was discovered by 
white rock audiences and 
served as  an inspiration to 
such guitarists a s  Eric 
Clapton, Jimmy Page of Led 
Zeppelin and Mike Bloom- 
field. Many of his classic 
early blues performances 
were recorded on the Kent 
label before he moved k, 
ABC &tuurds. . . %. 
Q: My local radio station 
plays a great Bruce 
Springsteen song called 
'Tever," and I'd really like 
to get a copy of it. The 
2 
3 
SHA-NA.NA/FABULOUS POODLES-Cross Country 
Concerts Jai Ali Fronton, Hart ford. Ct . Feb 8 (2) 
ELVIS COSTELLO/RUBINOOS-Bill Graham Presents, 
Community Thea , Berkeley. Calif., Feb. 9 & 10 (2) 
trouble is, I don't see the 
song on any of his albums. Is 
it a single? Where can I find 
it?-lee Stone, Mobile. 
Feb 9 11 (5) 
BROADWAY PRODUCTION OF CHICAGO-DiCesare 8 257 $6 $12 $82,053' 
Engler Product ions Stanley Thea Pit tsburgh Pa 
Feb 8 11 14) 
GRATEFUL DEAD-Monarch E n t e r t a ~ n m e n t /  6 550 $9 $10 $65,150" 
Neospace Inc M e m  I Hal l  Kansas City Kansas 
Feb 9 (2) - 
ENGELBERT HUMPERDINCK-Entam CIVIC Center 
Hunt ing ton  W Va Feb 10 
HEART/WET WILLIE-Alex Cooley Inc  Civic Center 
Dothan Ala Ceb 5 
CHEECH 8 CHONG-Brass Rine Product ions I M A  
A: "Fever" has proven to 
be one of Springsteen's more . 
popular songs, and people 
aften shout for it at his . 
concerts. It doesn't appear - 
on record, though. . 
Springsteen and the E Street : 
Band cut the song in the ' 
studio but never intended for . 
it to be released. A tape of . 
"Fever" slipped out to a 
radio station and it was only : 
a matter of time before , 
bootlegged tapes of the song . 
were being played in several : 
cities. 
- At Pi&, the song wasn't 
even included in 
Springsteen's live set, but 
the popularity of the song 
was such that he now slips it 
in occasionally. 
Fl int  M i c h  Feb 8 
ROSE ROYCE/BAR-KAYS/MICHAEL HENDERSON/ 
EVELYN "CHAMPAGNE" KING-Lewis Gray 
Product ions Fox Thea San Diego C a l ~ f  Feb 9 (2) 
HARRY CHAPIN-Landmark Product ions P A  C 
Mi lwaukee Wisc Feb 6 (2) 
MICHAEL HENOERSON/BAR-KAYS/EVELYN 
"CHAMPAGNE" KING-Lewis Gray Product ions 
Mem 1 Aud Sacramento Calif Feb 8 
SANTANA/SEA WIND-Bi l l  Graham Presents M e m  I 
Aud Sacramento Calif Feb 6 
HARRY CHAPIN-Contemporarv Product ions Kiel  
Opera House St Louis Mo Feb 9 
CLASH/BO DIODLEY/DILLS-Avaion Attract ions 
Civic Aud Santa Monica Calif Feb 9 
IN-Major Events Office H i l l  Aud 3 357 $5 50 $7 50 $23,232 
Ann Arbor M i c h  Feb 7 
IE UWS/FLORA PURIM/AIRTO-BiII Graham 2 713 $6 50 $8 50 $22,174* 
amount  Thea Oakland Calif Feb 10 
CHAPIN-Contemporary Product ions/Chris 2 608 $ 7  50 $8 50 $21,731.- 
& co Music Hal l  Omaha Nebraska Feb 10 
ES/DAVID JOHANSEN/SHMPNEL-Monarch 2 982 $6 50 $7 50 $21,620 
talnment Capitol Thea Passaic, N J Feb 10 1 ..~..................*. e am.. I...... 
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Entertainment . . .. Continued 
Cheryl Lynn not gonged 
To win The Gong Show, 
one of television's more 
bizarre shows, might be 
considered a dubious 
distinction. For Cheryl Lynn, 
it was the beginning of a 
career that has already seen 
her debut single sell over a 
million copies, with her 
album, "Got To Be Real" 
following close behind. 
Cheryl won the Gong Show 
m September 1976, collecting 
the maximum possible 30 
points from judges Rex 
Reed, Elke Sornmer and J. 
P. Morgan. In view of 
Cheryl's current success, 
Rex Reed described her, 
with prescience, "singers 
with gold records can't do 
half as well as Cheryl Lynn." 
Some time later, Chuck 
Barris, producer and host of 
the show, wrote in a 
newspaper article that of the 
4,030 acts he'd seen, Cheryl 
Lynn's was the all time 
great. 
But for the lady in 
question, the praise and 
compliments were being 
taken with a grain of salt. 
"I'd actually done the show 
m June," explained Cheryl. 
"As far as I was concerned, 
I L  -- - 2 2---1IL TfA 
Cheryl National hot ten &$ Lynn's <<?. @ $3 8 
By MICHAEL REAVES ninth spot. 
Entertainment Editor Also, LEIF GARRETT 
auccess Once again, ROD makes no moves from the STEWART stays on top of number ten spot. As a matter 
the bunch with the smash of fact, looking down the 
disco hit, "Do You Think I'm chart, many of the songs are 
S ~ X V ? "  The POINTER not moving Up or down. New 
didn't believe it," said the 
new star, "but they said they 
had record companies, 
producers ,  managers ,  
agents. All I had to do was 
Pck and choose." 
Cheryl greeted the news of 
her success with a disbelief 
typical for her. Listening to 
the story of her life, it's 
quickly apparent that were it 
not for the constant prodding 
of one Delbert Langston, now 
her co-manager, Cheryl 
Lynn would have pursued a 
career as a speech clinician, 
story SISTERS climb from last entries include "Watch Out week's fourth spot to number for Lucy" (ERIC CLAP- two this peek, while OLIVIA TON,) "Love Ballad" 
NEWTON-JOHN holds out at (GEORGE BENSON 1, 
working with children suf- 
fering from speech defects. 
"I was brought up in the 
church, so my musical 
background is gospel, but 
music was just a hobby, 
nothing more," she said. "At 
high school and later in 
college, I was convinced that 
the only way I'd be suc- 
cessful was if I studied. 
Delbert was someone I knew 
from when I was a kid in 
school, and he was always 
pushing me. 
"Before he started on me, 
I never believed that my 
voice was anything special," 
continued Cheryl. "He got 
me to join a little group he 
I A L L:-l - L A  4k-l I-nC-4 
audition for The Gong Show 
with little enthusiasm. 
"That guy-he really is a 
nice guy-he knows me so 
well," said Cheryl laughing. 
"Other people would have 
said, 'You can do it, you can 
win.' Delbert told me if I 
didn't get the 30 points, we 
were through. That's all I 
thought about, getting 30." 
D e s c r i b i n g  t h e i r  
relationship as "close, very 
close," it's apparent that 
whatever Svengali overtones 
there might seem to be 
between Glbert and Cheyyl, 
the relationship is based on 
bve and caring. "It's funny, 
the way he's pushed me and 
watched out for me, I'd 
never have done half of what 
IZle done if he hadn't," she 
said. 
Or half of what is to come. 
The success of that debut 
angle and album has meant 
a possible trip to Europe in 
the near future to promote 
her records there, television 
appearance, a second album 
to be recorded this spring 
and a tour later this year. 
"I'm excited about what's 
happened, but I still feel the 
same. I don't think of myself 
- d n -  T di l l  likn Mnnn 
number three. GLORIA "Roxanne" (POLICE), 
- - - - - - - - - - -
GAYNOR moves up one mot "This Is It (DAN HART- 
to fill the fourth s k c e  with 
"I Will Survive." Sur- 
prisingly, the VILLAGE 
PEOPLE dropped three 
spots, from number two to 
number five, their claim to 
fame of course being 
"YMCA." BEE GEES do it 
mce again, after only three 
weeks on the charts. 
"Tragedy" moved from 
number 19 to number 5. 
CHIC'S "Le Freak" holds at 
eight, and BARRY 
MANILOW'S "Somewhere 
Ir. The Night" freezes out the 
MAN), and "Heartaches" 
(BTO). 
In album action, nothing 
much happened. The BEE 
GEES have moved to the 
number two spot after only 
two weeks on the charts. 
(See, I told y'll that was a 
darn good LP.). GLORIA 
GAYNOR has finally entered 
the top ten in LPs with her 
new " b v e  Tracks" album 
after only weeks on the 
charts. Also, PINK FLOYD 
went from 193 to 192 after 247 
weeks on the charts. 
I By MICHAEL REAVES Entertainment Editor -- 
Congratulations a r e  in 
a-der for CSB Reca-ds and 
Stephen Stills for their 
completion of the first digital 
recording. Stills made the 
cut at a midnight session in 
between the People's 
Republic and C&W 
Management, a U. S. 
company headquartered in 
Hong Kong. The club will be 
located in a hotel in 
Shanghai, and will be the 
first utilization of American 
technology since the Jan. 2 
Horatio Gutierrez is in B 'ham 
Horatio Gutierrez, who is 
among the ranks of the 
world's great pianists, will 
perform with the Bir- 
mingham Symphony Or- 
chestra on Thursday, March 
8, and Friday, March 9. 
Under the direction of 
Amerigo Marino, both 
concerts will begin at 8 p.m. 
in the Birmingham - Jef- 
ferson Civic Center Concert 
Hall. Tickets for the concerts 
are available at the Bir- 
mingham Syrnphon y Office 
pearances on major by Webern and Scriabin',~ 
American recital stages and L6Poem of Ecstasy." 
with most of the leading No. 2 by Brahms will tx 
o r c h e s t r a s ,  H o r a t i o  NayedbyGutierrezandtht 
Gutierrez' tours of Europe, Symphony. 
brael, South America, and 
the USSR, have all been A graduate of the Julliard 
critically acclaimed and School of Music, Gutierrezjs 
have brought immediate married to Patiricia Asher, 
invitations to-return. also a pianist. The music 
On the program for the critic of ths Los Angeles 
Birmingham Symphony Times wrote, "his name is 
performances March 8 and 9 Horatio Gutierrez. You won't 
will be "Im Sommerwind" @get it." 
(326-0100), located at 2114 lst 
Ave., N., Birmingham, 
35203. Allman's new 
Born in Havana, Cuba, 
Horatio Gutierrez appeared 
as guest soloist with the 
Havana Symphony Or- album is cut 
chestra at the age of 11. He 
moved to Los Angeles with 
his family in 19fi9, and ir '967 
he became an Arne. m.n 
citizen. Gutierrez won first 
prize in the 1967 San Fran- 
cisco Symphony auditions 
and received a silver medal 
at the Tchaikovsky Com- 
petition in Moscow; he was 
the only contestant to give 
special recitals in Moscow 
and Leningrad immediately 
following the competition. 
In addition to his aw 
By MICHAEL REAVES 
Entertainment Editor 
At Muscle Shoals Sound 
Studios, Sheffield, AL., 
JOAN BAEZ is mixing a new 
Portrariar LP, while a t  the 
same time, same place, BOB 
SEGER is cutting tracks for 
a new Capitol album, and is 
co-producing it with the 
Muscle Shoals Rhythm 
Section. 
Johnny Sandlin is producing 
B l b e r t  McClinton's next 
album, due for release in the 
fall of this year. The LP is 
STYX, who will soon be will be the first to record in 
appearing in concert in George Martin's newly- 
Mobile. have ~ a s s e d  the nine 1 
LLRoxanne.,' The POLICE, 
signed with A&M, are 
astounding the AM radio 
works already with their 
unmatched success. 
opened Air Studios in, of al 
places, the British Wes 
Pndies. 
being mixed at Macon, GA.'s 
Capricorn Studios. The Sky 
are there, putting 
the finishing touches on their 
next album. 
The Climax Blues Band 
Crimson Tide Band i! 
working on a second alburr 
on Capitol Records a' 
Atlanta's AXIS Studios 
KANSAS is also slated tc 
begin a new studio LP then 
shortly. 
Members of the ALLMAl 
BROTHERS BAND reunite 
for a Capricorn LP due at th 
end of February. The band j 
recording at Miami' 
Criteria Studios. (EDITOR' 
NOTE: Many of the men 
bers of the Allman Bro! 
have appeared here i 
Jacksonville at BROTHER' 
BAR in the past two year! 
including Butch Trucks, an 
Greg Allman himself.) 
~ . - - - - - - - - - 
million'mark international 
record sales with their 
album, "The Grand 
Illusion. " 
A new film soon to be 
emerging from NYC is to be 
called "The King of Rock 
and Roll." Need I say more? 
Country artist  Willie 
% 
it was over and done with. I'd 
gone back to my job as  the 
Wicked Witch of the West in 
the touring company of 'The 
wiz. ' 
"The show actually aired 
on Sept. 14," she continued. 
,'The next day, the phone 
rang at the theatre, and it 
was Chuck Barris's office. 
They said, 'Cheryl, you're 
going to become a superstar 
overnight.' 'What are you 
talking about ?' I said." 
Cheryl remembers Barris 
saying, 'We've never had a 
response like this about 
anyone who's ever appeared 
on the show. ' "I kept saying I 
had in kgh  school thst listed 
through to college, and he'd 
say, 'To get anywhere, 
you've got to give 100 per- 
cent.' He told me I'd be a 
star, but I'd just laugh. 'Star' 
to me was Diana Ross, 
glamorous, classy . . . not 
me." 
- - ------ -  -.-J "--^ 
as a star. I still like Diana 
Ross," she said, laughing. 
"Maybe a bit less star- 
struck, but she's such a 
classy lady. 
''YOU know," Cheryl 
continued with a chuckle, 
"when I lived in b s  Angeles, 
I found out where Diana 
a t  at a midnight session in 
LA'S Record Plant. 
FOREIGNER'S latest LP, 
''Double Vision," has now 
sold over 5 million copies. 
Mainland China will get 
their first disco night club 
ever this year. Contracts 
have already been signed 
But 15unitsaway from her Ross lived, and I used to 
degree, Cheryl decided to drive past her house every 
give Delbert's maxim a go. day just to see if I could see 
She dropped out, and almost her. I even tried to peek in 
immediately auditioned her back yard-and once I 
for-and got--a job with did see her for a second. I 
"The Wiz." Excited and couldn't believe it." 
happy, she received It just goes to show, even 
FilmP 
Delbert's announcement stars are f a n s a n d  fans are 
that he'd arranged for her to stars. ~y MICHAEL REAVES 
I Entertainment Editor Y 
Be A Jax Fox!! 
While you're in Florida 
AEA Specials 
10% off all Bathing Suitsfor 
the beach 
25% off all Satinsfor the Discos 
The following is a weekly 
service provided for the 
students so that he-she will 
know what the weekly 
movies shown at the Student 
Commons are all about. 
Titles can often be 
misleading, and some of the 
best movies on film have 
some boring - sounding 
names. So now you can 
decide what movies you 
want to see before you make 
the trip over there, and you 
won't have to try to make a 
pre-judgement as  to the 
merit of the film on the basis 
of the title. You can't judge a 
film by its title any easier 
than you can judge a book by 
its cover. 
DR. W N A G O  
Shown March 6 
In his novell Dr. Zhivago, 
which earned him the Nobel 
Prize, Boris Pas ternak 
wrote of his country and its 
violent years of revolution 
with love and great sorrow. 
In his magnificent film of the 
novel, director David Lean 
has flung onto the screen 
both the chaos and the 
compassion - the 
devastation of history's rush 
and its splintering effect on 
the people caught up in it. 
Novel and film are in reality 
an enormous disguised poem 
whose setting is the Russian 
Revolution against which a 
highly personal love story is 
told. Stars Omar Sharif, 
Julie Christie, and Rod 
, Steiger. Rated PG. 
I Shown March 7 
technology since the Jan. 2 
establishment of diplomatic 
relations between the U. S. 
and China. Get down, get 
funky. 
Watch for a new and 
fantastic rock and roll band 
to start topping the charts 
with their new hit single, 
Glencoe Shopping Mart lo9 E' 'linton 
Glencoe, AL 35905 Jacksonville, AL 36265 
Ph. 205 492-7873 Ph' 205 435-21 
review 
The amazingly talented 
h c e  Lee has captured the 
attention of millions of 
. people all over the world. He 
I Ben Kirk land* I Billy Joel takes top honors at 
died at the age of 32 in July, 
1973. 'he  master is dead but 
his legend lives on. Bruce 
Lee is back in the fantastic 
all new adventures of the 
super hero in RETURN OF 
THE DRAGON. The ad- 
venture takes place in Rome, 
where Lee is a country 
bumpkin, his boyish grin 
hiding his deadly talents 
until forced into action. You 
see the battle of the Martial 
Arts Kings. Bruce Lee vs. 
Chuck Norris, seven times 
World Karate Champion. 
They meet in Rome's 
spectacular Coliseum and 
like gladiators of the past 
face each other in a fight to 
the death. Bruce Lee is still 
the respected King of Kung 
Fu and his own personal 
magic sets t hg  film apart 
from the others. Directed by 
Bruce Lee, stars Bruce Lee 
and Chuck Norris. Rated R. 
WHAT'S UP, DOC? 
Shown March 8 
An uproarious farce of 
unadulterated and sustained 
laughter, WHAT'S UP, 
DOC? is reminiscent of the 
screwball comedies of the 
'30s. Barbara Streisand is an 
eccentric girl with an en- 
cyclopedia mind and enough 
idiosyncracies to make your 
head swim. Ryan O'Neal is 
an absent-minded professor 
oE musicology at a con- 
vention with a traveling case 
of primitive rocks. Together, 
they're dynamite. WHAT'S 
UP DOC? is a beautiful piece 
of movie story-telling. 
Director Peter Boghnavich 
has delivered a G-rated 
nutty and romantic comedy 
in fond and metriculous 
tribute to the gmat screwball 
comedies of the Hollywood 
'30s. It's light, it's foolish . . . 
Stars Ryan O'Neal and 
Barbara Striesand. Rated 
G. 
I Returns Tonight! March 6 7:00 Only 
rnter The Dragonu! 
h ~ s  last performance IS h ~ s  best' 
March 7 7:00 and 9:30 
- -. -
a screwball comedy 
March 8 7:00 and 9:30 
I STUDENT COMMONS AUDITORIUM 
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] Season closing for 
ladies' basketball 
I By JEFF HUBBARD 
Last November, JSU 
women's basketball Coach 
Ron Akers said his team 
would have to be twice a s  
good as  last year's to equal 
the 1977-78 team's 19-8 mark. 
Well, they may just be. The 
lady Gamecocks concluded 
the 1978-79 regular season 
with 18-4 record. They 
repeated as  champions of the 
Northern Division of the 
AAIAW with a 9-1 record. 
After participating in the 
state tournament a t  Troy 
this past week, the Lady 
Gamecocks will host the 
AAIAW Region 3 Tour- 
nament March 8-10.- 
The regular season started 
m a sour note when Shorter 
College rolled ' into 
Jacksonville and blasted Jax 
State 78-64. But that loss was 
mly a prelude for 11 straight 
victories including triumphs 
scorer with a 14.7 mean per 
game. She was an accurate 
shooter, hitting 50 percent 
from the field and 80 percent 
from the charity stripe. 
Sophomore, Vickie Holmes 
from Canton, Ga., ran the 
show from her poiqt guard 
position, dishing out 132 
assists while averaging 12.0 
points per game. Holmes 
was the team's best shooter, 
connecting on 60 percent of 
her shots. She led the team in 
steals with 74. 
F r e s h m a n  W i l l e n e  
Chatfield was the leading 
rebounder, averaging 9.5 
missed shots per game. She 
also scored an 11.5 clip per 
game. 
Coach Akers considered 
these players his "big 
three." But three players 
don't win basketball games. 
It takes the entire team. 
e r  Troy state (twice), Players such a s  Kathy 
Talladega (twice), Stillman, Burge, Mary Ellen Gill, 
West Georgia, Shorter, UAH, Karen Mitchell, Sharon I" 
dson, Livingston and 
abam A M .  The Lady 
ecocks stumbled twice 
p over Livingston. 
Some top individuals this 
ason include; Felicia 
Season ends 
for men's 
basketball t 
Jax State's hopes for a 
berth in NCAA Division I1 
playoffs were ended Feb. 24 
when the Gatnecocks lost to 
UNA for the second time this 
year, 86-74. 
The Lions of UNA simply 
took it to the'cocks from the 
beginning on when they 
jumped out to a 12-2 lead in 
the first half and shot 61 
percent from the field to Jax 
State's 48.6 percent. 
High scorer for . the  
Gamecocks was senior Bob 
Clements with 20 points and 
12 rebounds. Dexter 
Coleman and Todd Smvlv 
also a senior put in a big 14 
point., and A1 Lankford and 
Ronald Towns had six each. 
This was the last game of 
the season and Head Coach 
Bill Jones' comments on the 
game were somewhat to be 
expected. 
"We have nothing to be 
ashamed of. Sometimes it's 
good enough and sometimes, 
it's not. I 'm well pleased 
with this team but I 'm not 
satisfied." 
This was the last game of 
the season and also the last 
game for three seniors' 
college careers here a t  
Jacksonville State. Those 
- . - - - - -. -
followed in the scpring w\6 seniors a re  ~ o b k r t  
10 points each, Tommy Clements, Larry Blair and 
Star pitcher 
for JSU 
Baseball 
Team. 
A Livingstonplayergoing fora block on a Lankford shot. 
Bonds got eight, Larry Blair, Bruce Sherrer. 
Men's tennis 
team undefeated 
Last Tuesday the Jax State be: No. 1, Terry Turner; No. against the Huntsville 
Men's Tennis Team 2, Jackie Turner; No. 3, Athletic Club set up by Mikf 
destroyed Snead State Steve Maden; No. 4, Robert Weakworth. We won t h f  
Junior College on the home Mannan; No. 5, Dave West match with wins by Jackie 
courts at the coliseum in and No. 6, Benji Spann. In Turner, Steve Machen 
front of a small - crowd of doubles - now will be No. 1, Robert Marman in single: 
Some top individuals this Mississippi and Florida: The 
season include: Felicia Jax State Lady Gamecocks 
Kendrick, sophomore guard will be tIie"H&tteaSii a s  they 
from Fayetteville, Ga. She try to advance to the national 
was the team's leading tournament. 
- - 
Women's tennis . 
team chalk up 
first home win 
The Jacksonville State 
University women's tennis 
team opened their home 
tennis season with a 9 4  
victory over Alabama A&M 
University. 
The results of the match 
are as  follows: 
Number 1, Michelle Bland 
defeated Dew and Davis, 6-1, 
6-2; Number 2, Aileen Finley 
(JSU), defeated Felecia 
King, 6-0, 6-1; Number 3, 
Schuyler Patterson (JSU), 
defeated Devonne Ford 73, 
IS, 6-2; Number 4 Vanessa 
Churchwell (JSU), defeated 
Lola Bryant, 6-2, 6-1; 
Number 5, Dianne Stewart 
b r i  Howell (JSU), defeated 
Jacquline Law, 6-1, 6 4 .  
In doubles, it was No. 1 
Bland and Churchwell over 
Davis and Ford 64,6-2; No. 2 
Patterson and Finley 
overpowering Marks and 
Law 6-2, 6-2; and No. 3 
Stewart and Howell 
defeating Bryant and King 6- 
2, 64. 
The women's team will be 
playing the University of 
Montevallo, away, on 
Friday, and will travel to 
lYoy on Tuesday, March 6. 
The next home match will be 
Wednesday, March 7, 
a g a i n s t  B i r m i n g h a m -  
WULLD a L  LUG L U ~ ~ K W L I  UI 
front of a small crowd of 
spectators. Our team won 
with an unblemished 10-0 
record over Snead. 
Winning in singles in order 
of their seeding were Terry 
Turner, Jackie Turner, 
Steve Machen (last week the 
paper said Nachen), Robert 
Marman, Dave West, Benji 
Spann and Dennis Bryant. 
'Ihe winning doubles teams 
also in order of seeds, were 
Machen-Marman, Spann- 
West and Taormina-Holliday 
(correction: an earlier issue 
had Toormado). Each match 
was won in straight sets. Jim 
Beam and Dennis Bryant of 
Jacksonville also played an 
exhibition doubles match. 
Other matches played last 
week were Shorter College 
played here, and Auburn 
University, Montgomery, at 
Montgomery. Scores and 
details on those matches will 
be in the next Chanticleer. 
Instead of just carrying a 
traveling team of six Coach 
Roswal is now carrying a 
seventh man. At this time in 
competition, the lineup will 
0J.u I.". ", u b r r j r  u y c r r r a r .  U L  
doubles now will be No. 1, 
Turner-Turner ; No. 2, 
Machen-Marman, and No. 3, 
Spann-McClanahan. Jack 
McClanahan has played well 
this spring and we 
congratulate him for 
breaking into the doubles 
line-up. 
We also have a new ad- 
dition to the courts. We hive 
a group of girls to chart the 
matches for scores and 
errors and winners. So far, 
this group consists of Laura 
Jackson, Mary Seeds, Beth 
Harvel, Janet Russell, 
Donna Nancarrow, Dana 
Lingerfelt, Linda Spitzer and 
Susan Chancellor. If you're a 
girl interested in helping, 
contact Coach Roswal or 
Jerry Giles for information. 
We could use several more 
since classes interfere with 
some of the matches. 
The season in review-The 
team started out with an 
exhibition practice match 
LUI I I G I  , U L G V G  i v 1 a L 1 1 c 1 1 ,  
Robert Marrnan in singles 
and Turner-Turner and 
MarmanSpann in doubles. 
The team beat Gadsden 
State the following Monday 
as reported in the Chan- 
ticleer. The next match was 
against Huntingdon. We 
were enjoying a five to 
nothing match score lead 
when the event was called by 
rain. The winners that day 
were Turner, J. Turner, S. 
Machen, R. Marman by 
default, and Dave West, 
Benji Spann was tied 4-4 in 
the first set when the match 
was called. Of the matches 
played everyone won in 
straight sets except Dave 
West who beat his opponent 
6-2in the third set. Auburn at 
Montgomery was scheduled 
for Friday but called also 
because of rain. The next 
(See TENNIS, Page 10) 
JSUannounces two 
I JSU), defeated Parisgene Southern. &me out and 
Marks, 6-1, 6-0; Number 6, SupPo* our team. coaching changes 
spring training Lady gymnasts take Eastern Kentucky University J a c k s o n v i l l e  announced S t a t e  a pair offensive Carli le, backs W ~ O  coached last fall. mu the 
beginsat JSU 
J a c k s o n v i l l e  S t a t e  the ends and linebackers, 
University head football and Dyer Carlisle the 
Coach Jim Fuller and his secondary on defense. Fuller 
revamped coaching staff will hopes to hire a defensive line 
attempt to plug eight holes in coach to replace Bill Shaw, 
its offensive unit and six on who resigned this past week 
defense when the to take a position at a major 
Gamecocks kick off spring university to be announced 
football drills here Monday later. Carlisle coached the 
afternoon. offensive backs last year. 
Fuller and his staff will Beach will become JSU's 
have 36 days to work in 20 new defensive coordinator. 
practice dates this spring. The offensive staff will have 
Jax State expects to climax new coaches Frank Vohun, 
spring drills with its annual coaching the offensive line, 
J-Night Game on April 7. and Jack White the offensive 
"Due to the fact that we backs. White will also serve 
have almost a new staff, we as  offensive, coordinator. 
need more than 20 days to Graduate assistants Larry 
build a team," Fuller =id Crowe and Johnny Hammett 
when asked about the will assist with the receivers 
situation at a press con- and offensive line respec- 
ference Saturday, "but this tively. 
is all the time- we are The biggest holes Fuller 
alloted." W m C  
The revamped staff Fuller 
will direct this spring will 
have Fuller coaching the (See TRAINING, Page 10) 
defensive lme, Jerry Beach 
By KATHY SHEEHY 
On the afternoon of 
Saturday, Feb. 24, the JSU 
Women's Gymnastics Team 
competed with Eastern 
Kentucky University here on 
campus in the Stephenson 
Gymnasium. 
EKU was known to have a 
strong team, and it was 
predicted that the final 
outcome of the competition 
would favor the winners by 
anly a small margin. But this 
was not to be the case. Susan 
Puckett, Jacksonville's All- 
American, was back in 
action after missing two 
meets while recovering from 
an ankle sprain, and Cindy 
Frank, who has only recently 
begun to compete again 
since injuring her foot during 
the first half of the season, 
was there to perform her 
uneven bars and balance 
beam routines. This, along 
with the combined efforts of 
other excellent 
the! m squad, 
helpedlead the home team to 
a proud 130.35 to 124.20 
victory. 
Vaulting was dominated 
by Jacksonville, and fresh- 
men Lynn Bruce and Linda 
Gordon placed first and 
second in the event with 
scores of 8.55 and 8.4. Each 
used a handspring with a full 
twist, and in each case the 
afterflight was so high that 
the vault seemed to linger in 
the air forever before finally 
returning to earth. Behne of 
Eastern Kentucky came in 
third with an 8.25, only a 
fraction ahead of JSU's 
Leslie Hill and Susan 
Puckett who tied for fourth 
with an 8.2. Jacksonville's 
Kathy Balk scored an 8.05 for 
fifth place. 
Uneven parallel bars was 
the magic event of the day 
for Jacksonville. "The girls 
performed better on bars in 
this meet than they have all 
year," commented Coach 
Robert Dillard. One by one 
they approached the ap- 
paratus, and each time the 
results were the same;  
a n o t h e r  n e a r - p e r f e c t  
routine. No one scored below 
an 8.0, and the top three 
places went to members of 
the JSU team. Freshman 
Linda Gordon received the 
highest honors when the 
judges awarded her a well- 
deserved 8.75. Cindy Frank 
(8.65) and Leslie Hill (8.55) 
had the second and third 
place exercises with Behne 
of EKU corning in fourth. 
J a c k s o n v i l l e ' s  S u s a n  
Puckett (8.4) was fifth, and 
Lynn Bruce had an 8.25 for 
sixth place. 
After two events, 
Jacksonville led the meet 
with a score of 67.7, com- 
fortably ahead of EKU's 
62.8. 
For several members of 
each team, the balance 
beam lived up to its 
reputation of being a difficult 
event as  falls were numerous 
and the point range was 
generally lower. One of the 
chosen few who did manage 
to stay on was JSU freshman 
Lisa Santucci, the co-winner 
of the event. Spencer of EKU 
pined Lisa in scoring a 7.95, 
three tenths of a point ahead 
of Behne (EKU-7.65), the 
third place winner. Fourth, 
fifth and sixth all went to 
JSU gymnasts, Lynn Bruce 
(7.6), Cindy Frank (7.3), and 
Leslie Hill (7.25). 
Jacksonville and Eastern 
Kentucky each had a few 
d y n a m i c ,  w e l l -  
choreographed floor exer- 
cise routines, and while Mike 
King, the JSU team's expert 
pianist, played their music, 
the Jacksonville women 
tumbled into two of the top 
three positions. Spencer of 
EKU had the highest score 
(8.45) just ahead of JSU's 
Susan Puckett (8.35). There 
was a tie for third between 
Leslie Hill (JSU-8.3) and 
Goode (EKU-8.3) with Miles 
and Behne, each from EKU, 
finishing fourth and fifth 
with scores of 8.2 and 8.05. 
One of Jacksonville's key 
performers, hnda Gordon, 
was injured during this event 
as she became the unlucky 
recipient of a sprained ankle 
durlng the flrst pass of her 
routine and was forced to 
conclude the exercise at that 
point thus eliminating her 
(See LADY GYMNAST, 
Paee 10) 
of c o a c h g  changes here 
Saturday. 
Frank Vohun was hired as 
offensive line coach while 
Bill Shaw, defensive coor- 
dinator a t  J a x  State, 
resigned to take a job as  
defensive line coach at a 
major college to be an- 
nounced later. 
Vohun, who coached two 
years at Eastern Kentucky 
before coming to Jax State, 
replaces Greg Mantooth a s  
JSU's line coach. Mantooth 
resigned earlier along with 
Bobby Marcum (secondary) 
to join Watson Brown's staff 
at Austin Peay. Brown was 
JSU's offensive coordinator 
in 1976 and 1977 before being 
named coach at Austin Peay 
this past January. 
The new staff will have 
Vohun joining another new 
coach, Jack White, on the 
offensive staff with Jerry 
Beach stepping up to head 
the defense in place of Shaw. 
Beach will continue to coach 
the linebackers and ends 
while Fuller will coach the 
defensive tackles and nose 
guards until a replacement 
is hired this summer. Dyer 
move to the secondari to 
replace Marcurn. 
"We wanted to hire Frank 
last year," head Coach Jim 
N l e r  said in announcing the 
addition of Vohun to the 
staff, "but things didn't work 
out. We're happy to have him 
pin our staff. Frank is noted 
as  a fine recruiter." 
Shaw, who headed up the 
Gamecocks' defensive unit 
the past two years, will be 
missed according to Fuller . 
"Bill came in last week and 
told me about a couple of. 
offers from major colleges 
and decided to make a move .: 
He did a great job for us and. 
I want to wish him the best." 
Vohun is married to the 
former Ellen DeVore and 
they have one son, Brent (2). 
Vohun, who played football 
at Florida State, coached 
three years at Valdosta High 
School before working as  a 
graduate assistant af 
Florida State two years. He 
played offensive and 
defensive tackle a t  Florida 
State. He was a first  
lieutenant in the military for 
two years prior to starting 
his coaching career. 
JSU men gyr 
anticipate na 
By KATHY SHEEHY 
In the NAIA, the 
J a c k s o n v i l l e  S t a t e  
University men's gym- 
nastics team is a t  the time of 
this writing ranked third in 
the United States, and it is  
with this rating that they 
entered the National 
Championships on March 2 3  
in Stout, Wisc. Several team 
members were to be ex- 
pected to place, if not win, in 
certain events. 
Mark Lee, a JSU 
sophomore, began the 
competition with the record 
of having scored the highest 
All-Around total in the nation 
this year, and he, along with 
sophomore Jeff Robinson 
and junior Steve Martin, 
hold the position of having 
the top vaulting score. Senior 
Dave Hollowell has  the 
chance to be one of the top 
three parallel bar men in the 
country. The results of this 
competition will appear in 
next week's Chanticleer. 
On Feb. 17, the team 
traveled to Nashville for a 
dual meet with David Lip- 
scomb College, the nation's 
number two team, and did an 
excellent job, having lost the 
competition by only one 
point. The final team scores 
were David Lipscomb 189.60, 
JSU 188.60. 
Jacksonville dominated 
five of the six events by 
capturing two of the top 
three spots on each ap- 
paratus except the Rings. 
JSU's Steve Martin won 
floor exercise with an 8.95 
followed by James Del Rio 
(David Lipscomb4.85) and 
Mark Lee (JSU-8.8). 
THE CHANTICLEER Tuesday, March 6, i979 
Mark Lee's 7.35 won 40.10). was second. There was a 
Training Pommell Horse and Jeff On Feb. 24, the JSU men's third place tie between Dave Robinson (JSU-7.3) came in team com~eted in a tri-meet Holowell (JSU) and Garv 
- 
second. DLC'S  avid Frazier with ~ a ' s t e r n  Kentucky Wdson (MSU) i s  they each 
The one-woman show, Vickie Holmes. 
An important factor in the 
game was foul shots where 
Bama State hit 13 of 14 in the 
first half and 20 of 26 in the 
second half to ice the win. 
m a t  with a JSU offensive 
collapse sealed the ladies 
fate. 
Willene Chatfield scored a 
school record 36 points, but it 
was offset by State's 
Willodean Harris and 
Aifreida Abernathy who had 
34 and 18 respectively. 
Jacksonville opens up in 
AIAW Region 3 play March 7 
here against Berry. 
(Continued From Page 9) scored a 6.65 for third. University and Memphis scored 8.35. 
The David Lipscomb men State University here in High bar was the only 
wfiere the Gamecocks lost led the scoring on rings a s  S t  e p h e n s o n G y m . apparatus On which each of 
the likes of quarterback they occupied the top three J a  c k s o n v i 11 e ( 18 9.4 5 ) the three tfXims occupied a 
b b b y  R~~ Green, running poslt~ons. ' h m  Richards finished second to Memphis spot in the top three. MSU'S 
back Pat aements (dropped (9.0) was first, Kit Bunger (196.95) and ahead of Ken- Dick Mason (9.1) was'first, 
Lady Gamecocks 
out of school), tight end (8.9) second, and John Ihnn  tucky (161.00). Watson (8.65) of EKU 
~ u t c h  Barker, split end (8.85) third. Carl Bolriger Jeff Robinson (JSU-9.45) second, and Steve Martin 
Donald young, guards Dale was the high scorer in this won the vaulting event with (8.5) Came in third for JSU. 
Adams and Marty H ~ ~ ~ ,  event for Jacksonville and his milehigh handspring full. Mark Lee was the only 
fourth in staze 
and center Johnny Ham- mceiv* an 8.35. Second was MSU's Forrest person not from Memphis to By JEFF HUBBARD Lady Gamecocks a 79-51 of 33 from the foul line while 
rnett, Barker made ~ 1 1 -  Vaultingmay be Classified Fix (9.25) and JSU's Carl place in the All-Around, and Jsu-Troy, 51-79 thrashing. JSU hit four of eight a t  the 
America last year while as  Jacksonville's best event Bollinger and Mark Lee tied he won the competition with JSU had their dominance TSU and JSU swapped stripe. 
Green and young broke for 'the men averaging a for third with a 9.1. Carl used a 51.15 total Gary Wilson and over Troy State stopped in baskets for the first eight The loss dropped Jax State 
almost every passing score of 9.1. DC's Tim a handspring fuli vault and David Lane came in second the 1979 AIAW State Tour- minutes, then Troy went on lnto the consolation bracket 
combination record in the Richards took first place Mark used his piked and thlrd with scores of.48.8 nament at Troy when the a scoring spree, outscoring with a 19-5mark heading into 
JSU fact book. with a 9.35 followed by Steve Tsukahara. :md 48.05. Lady Trojans handed the Jacksonville 35-12 to take a Saturday's game with 
Key losses on defense ' 44.27 halftime advantage. Alabama State at 2 p.m. 
include All-America Jesse Troy's scoring blast wasl't Karen Mitchell led JSU with 
Baker (tackle),  Merrill due to sloppy defense, but 63 16 points and Felicia Ken- 
Dillard (tackle),  Bo 
Don't forget the regional 
tournament for women's 
basketball March 7-10. 
F e r s o n  (safety), defensive 
back Shenvin Sledge, and 
Tommy Macon (end). 
"I'm really looking for- 
ward to spring training," 
Fuller said. "There is no way 
to solve all our problems this 
spring, but we're going to 
try. Our first two weeks will 
be de.iroted entirely to 
working with individuaIs and 
then, we hope to get into 
J~~ ksdnvi l l e  S t a t e  Auburn, Georgia Tech, ~ i r m i n ~ h i m  will be in UT-Martin (2), 8-At Southern 
University, which will play Tennessee, UA-Birmingham Jacksonville this year. Jax Benedictine,  11-North 
10 games against major and Gulf South Conference State's game against Ten- Alabama (2), 12cElmhurst, 
college teams this spring, rivals Troy State, North nesseeonMonday, March 19, Ill. (2 ) ,  13-At Athens 
opens its season March 3 Alabama, Livingston and will be the Gamecocks' first 'College, 14-at North 
against Alabama State in UT-Martin. night game of the year. Alabama (2), 16-At Auburn, 
Jacksonville. "We feelourschedule isan Jacksonville, which went 18-Troy State ( 2 ) ,  2 1 - ~ t  
Heading the list of op- attractive one, but we would through a rebuilding season Livingston (2 ) ,  25-West 
ponents on JSU's schedule like to play Alabama and in 1978, will field another Georgia, 2 6 - ~ t  UA- 
this spring will be Alabama, Auburn home instead of young team with 25 fresh- Birmingham, 27Shorter, 2 8  
kee throw time. "We fouled Alabama State 90 
entirely too much, but we Jax State 77 
didn't commit stupid fouls," ~ i l l e e n  chatfield's school 
said Coach Ron Akers, record 36 points wasn't 
"They would drive the enoughas JSU dropped their 
baseline and we had to foul second straight game in the 
them (Monroe and Jones) to State tourney, 90-77 to the 
Stop a cheap basket taking Alabama State Hornets. 
the half 30-24. Defense was The h d y  I-l~rnets Jumped 
the key in the second half out to a 27-18 lead before JSU 
with Troy. used a full count press to 
some team stuff. playing on the mad men and sophomores on the Southern Benedictine ( 2 ) .  
- - l p b p L  -- , 7 -L,P A*-,, *- I ---3- --,, .a*, ,- , _, For the game, Troy hit 29 take a 50-41 lead at halftime. 
- - 
some team stutt. p ~ y m g  on me mas ~iien alru D U ~ I I U I I I V L G D  V I A  CLAG 
"We don't plan any major hdyQmnasts each year," JSU coach q u a d .  
changes on offense o r  Rudy Abbott said in an- Top returnees include 
defense, but we are going to (Continued From Page 9) nouncing the schedule. outfielders Ray Brock and 
put a lot of emphasis on our Jacksonville's games Jerome Coleman. Brock, a 
running game, which was chances for a place in the against Tennessee and UA- w t e r  for JSU's football 
one of our big weaknesses All-Around. team, won the GSC and 
last year." The All-Around totals were 7 national homer title last year 
Some of the key players fairly close with Behne of Tennis with 15 as a freshman while 
back on offense include EKU winning the meet by Coleman, a freshman last 
backu~  auarterback Mike way of a final 32.45 point (Conthued From Page 9) year also, won the con- 
watts- and red-shirt quar- 
terback Ed Lett, running 
backs Wayne McCoy and 
Cedric Brownlee, tackle 
Mark Huskey and wingback 
James Moreen on offense 
and end Joe Henderson, nose 
guard Billy Dillard, 
linebackers Greg Robinson 
and Eddie Garfinkle, and 
defensive backs Dwayne 
Parker,  Rod Green and 
Jerome Coleman on defense. 
Five Gamecocks will miss 
spring drills. Punter Ray 
Brock and defensive back 
Jerome Coleman will play 
baseball while tackles Calvin 
Rackley and Frankie O'Dell 
and nose guard Rocky 
Harnen will be out with in- 
juries. 
a&umulation. There was a 
tie for second between JSU's 
Leslie Hill and Lynn Bruce, 
each with a 32.3, and JSU's 
Susan Puckett finished third 
(31.7). 
JSU freshman sensation 
Susan Balk, the All-Around 
champion of the MidSouth 
Invitational, met one week 
earlier did not participate in 
this competition. She fell 
victim to an unfortunate 
traffic accident a few days 
before and is  presently 
recuperating in an Anniston 
hospital. We here a t  the 
Chanticleer would like to p in  
in wishing Susan a speedy 
recovery and are looking 
forward to seeing her back in 
action next season. 
match was Snead State 
Junior College which we won 
10-0. Alabama A&M faced us 
Wednesday only to lose 8-1 
against our netmen. The only 
loss was a tough three set 
match to Dave West at No. 5 
seed. Winners were Terry 
Turner (6-4 in the third set), 
Jackie Turner,  Steve 
Machen, Robert Marman (in 
three sets) and Benji Spann 
in singles. All three doubles 
teams were winners: Tur- 
n e r - T u r n e r ,  M a c h e n -  
Marman and McClanahan- 
Spann. 
We're looking forward to 
an exciting season and we'd 
really appreciate your 
support so come out and 
back bp your team. 
ference batting title with a 
.407 batting average. 
March 3: Alabama State 
(2), ti-UA-Birmingham, 7- 
Alabama A&M, 8-At Georgia 
Tech, 9-West Georgia, 10-At 
Shorter, 12-Athens College 
1bIllinois Benedictine (2), 
14Illinois Benedictine (2), 
16-Huntingdon, 16-Tiffin, 
Ohio, 17-Valparaiso (2)' 18 
Cleveland (Ohio) State (2), 
19-Tennessee. 20-Union 
(Kentucky)(2), 21aTaylor,22 
Baldwin Wallace. (a), 23- 
Baldwin Wallace (2), 24 
Livingston (2), 25-Wisconsin, 
27-At Huntingdon, %At Troy 
(2), 30-Wisconsin (2), 31-UT- 
Martin (2). 
April 2: Tennessee 
Temple, 3-At Alabama (2), 4 
At Tennessee Temple. 7-At 
Intramural 
basketball 
Roast Beef .................................... 1.90 
Reuben on Rye, .............................. 2 .lo 
Ham .............................................. 1.85 
.... Combo ( Ham, Bologna, Salami) 1.85 
Grinder ............................................ 1-75 
Italian Sausage ............................. 1.95 
Canadian Bacon ............................. 2.40 
Steak ..........,,..,.....,....................... 2.40 
Turkey .......................................... 1 .95 
................ Bacon, Lettuce, Tomato 1.85 
All subs include: Onions, Peppers, 
Lettuce,Tomatoes, Sauce and choice 
of Cheese(Mozzarella, Provolone, 
Swiss, Cheddar, American) 
Except BBQ, Roast Beef an Reuben. 
WE WILL BE CLOSED 
TUES. M A R C H  6 A T  10 PM ( FOR INVENTORY. ", 
PLEASE T R Y  TO M A K E  
GROUP ORDERS 
FAST F R E E  D E L I V E R Y  
4354573 
I ~oWeae Center N. Pelham Rd. 
win - loss 
LEAGUE I 
Poor Richard 
MOM 
Superstar 
Brawler 
Sand Mountain 
CBMI (M) 
Jax Trotters 
Bombers 
FRAT 
Alpha Tau Omega 
Sigma Nu 
Kappa Alpha 
Delta Chi 
Delta Tau Delta 
Kappa Sigma 
Kappa Alpha Psi 
Pi Kappa Phi 
Omega Psi Phi 
LEAGUE IV 
Shooters 
Visitors 
Walk-ons 
BCM Men I1 
Sting 
ROTC 
Blackball 
I WWS 
LEAGUE I1 
Trouble Maker 
Glazner 
Crawl-Ons 
H 
Choirboys I11 
Muff Diver 
Red Orange 
LEAGUE I11 
Bad News Bees 
Fossils 
Doo Dahs 111 
Bull Jackets 
Hawks 
Nads 
Tennis Team 
Snappers 
WOMEN'S 
8 0  KE Sis 
0.2 Stars 
1-1 BCM Women I1 
1-2 BCM Women I 
1-1 IIKO Sis 
1-1 NewDorm 
3.0 ' 
0.3 
Luncheon Buffet Daily 
I n Jo cover + urn.- 1\ 
Wed.- N o cover 9 - 10 Free Beer for ladies 
Thurs.-Check the sign 
Fri.- Student nite 1/2 off cover with college ID 
Sat.- Student nite $5 off cover wit! college ID 
Sun.- Come watch the Big Screen l ' V  eP 
Spaghetti all you can eat only % 
Mon.- No cover 
Try our luncheon buffet all you can eat s2.$5 
